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Holland City News.
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HOLLAND,

4H.

Hews

SATURDAY, DECEMBER

MICH.,

Grand Haven

LOCAL items.

Christmas and

has four skating rinks in

active operation.

1884. WHOLE

20,

New Year

cards

at

city of

NO.

Grand Haven

Gfi6.

taxes are even higher

Muskegon
once
again
as
high as in
How do you like ournew “make up?'1
H. Boone sold seven horses this week
Peter Braam of this city and Roelof
our city. In Grand Haven the taxes we
loborst,of Zeeland, have bought the
Business, outside of the littleholiday to parties in Grand Rapids.
are informed are $2.60 on every $100.00
meat
market of P. Riels.
trade, is extremelydull.
of
the assessed valuationand in MuskeNext Christmas morning the skating
gon
it is 4 per cent or $4.00 on every
A. M. Burgess will soil Albums and
School closed yesterday for the holi- rink will be open especiallyfor littlegirls.
than they are In Holland, and in

Higgins’.

they are nearly

A Weekly Newspaper published
every Saturday.

IjiwiiKss

fiwtimj.

days and the boys are happy.

Born.*— To Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Sche-

Comaiiiloo Merchant.

T>EAOH, W. U. Commission Merchant, and

JJ

dealer In Grain, Flour and Produce. Highest
market price paid for wheat. Office In Brick
store,corner Eighth and Fish streets.

Don’t forget to hang up your stocking. pers, December
Santa Claus might give you
Rev. J. Rice

Sroti and Medicines.

a call.

Taylor will

preach In

Grace Church to-morrowat the

usual

rvOE8BURG,J.O.Dealer

In Drugs and Medl- hours.
cines, Paints and Oils, Brashes, Ac. Physicians prescriptionscarefullyput np. Eighth 8t.

U

EENG8, D.

Drag Store, Fine Drugs, MedIvl Iciues, Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and
Perfumeries. River street.
Ttf

R.,

TTAN PUTTEN, Wm.,

V

Dealer In Drugs, Medl-

clnes, Paints, Oils, etc. Proprietor of Dr. W.
Van den Serge’s Family Medicines. River Street.

TX7ALSH, HEBER,
v

V

fall slock of

Draggist and Pharmacist;a
goods appertaining to the bus-

iness.

ly trade in

Golden Seal

Bitters, a

a live-

remark-

ably successful medicine.

this city which is $2.54

Holland language.
Bros., general merchants at

made

sonville,this county,
to H.

E. Hudson

Hope Church Sunday School will give

last

Hod-

an assignment

week.

next

The Chicago and West

J.

H.

Bishop Geo. E. Gillespie of

Episco-

the

as

ssued we had the misfortune to “pi”

V

pages of our

paper. It has

two

kept us pretty

16,

1885

are not the "deepest in the mire” of taxa-

tion.

It is not our

pay the taxes in
the

money

purpose

attempt to

to

this article, nor to forniil^

for others to

pay

it,

but we will

attempt to show where the increase

Efgert W. Ball, Miss

Wm.
Wm.

busy this week.

Waring

for seveial days

John Roost received notice this wee

Elma

Nichols, Mrs.

Morley, Rev. E. B. Sutton

the taxes for last year and for the year to

and Rev.

Wm. Verdeek, P. M.

.$ 926

with

a

the telegraphoffice.

afflicted

severe sore throat
to

be on duty

Last Thursday aftcruoouthe eldest son
Lucas Stuuriog, near Beaverdam, about General fand...
19 years of age, committedsuicide by

At present writing

that there was a balance due him of $405
he is much better.
The only flrst-classhoteliu the city. Is lo- as salary while he was postmaster of this
cated in the business center of the town and has
one of the largest and best sample rooms In the office some twenty years ago.
Twe Michigan & Ohio Railroad has in-

hanging himself

in the

woods about one-

half a mile from his

sumably was undue mental depression and
erroneousviews as

to religion.

Interest and Sinking Fund.
General Fund, special assessment.
Five per cent collectionfee ........
i

troduced bills of fair on their pacsenger met in their hall last Monday and elected
The holiday goods displayedin several
TJHCENIX HOTEL. Jus. Ryder, proprietor.
JT Locatednear the C. A W. M. R’y depot, has of our stores are very handsome this trains. You fcive your order while the officers for the ensuing year: Commander,
good facilities for the travelingpublic,and its
truiu is in motion. The conductor teleJ. A. Lambert; LieutenantCommander,
tablet? unsurpassed. Free hack for accommo- year and remind us more than the weather
graphs ahead to the eating station,and Frank Carr; R. R., Geo. E. Hunt; F. R.,
dation of guests.
that Christmas is indeed drawing very
when you get there your meal is brought Wm. Switt; Prelate, R. Baxter; M. at A.,
f QCOTT’S HOTEL. W. J, Scott, proprietor.
ear.

in to you ready and hot.

For the next two weeks the

roller skat-

Livery a&d Salt Sublet.

day and every evening. Sessions especiand Sale Stable. Office and
ally for beginners will be announced at
JL> barn on Market street.Everythingfirst-class.
the rink.
TTAVERKATE. G. J., Livery and Boarding
Stable. Fine rigs and good horses can an
It is expected that A. M. Ranters and
waya be retied on. On Fish street, near Scott’s

TJOONE, U., Livery

XL

hotel.

family and J. D. Ranters will arrive in

’VTIBBELINK,J. n., Livery and Sale

Iv

Stable;

Ninthstreet, near Market.
Manufactories, Mllle,

Shopi,Etc.

this city from Buffalo next

week. They

PUTTEN 1A CO., Proprietors
Plngger Mills. Manufacturers
of new Process Flour, Near foot of Eighth street.
of

The Michigan & Ohio Railroadwill
Holiday Excursion Tickets at one

their

faro for

road us follows: Christmas tickets

P.

ket, A.

C.

Hewlett; Pic^

M. Burgess.

1885 Inclusive,and

good

to

January

1st,

to return up to

and including January Ytb, 1885.

goes, $62,800; estimated value of property

involved, $359,895; estimated value of
property saved, $341,065; value of property

Fhyilclass-

T7"REMERS,

given, 28.

Ann

M

‘VTATES, 0.

Physician and Surgeon. Office
The job of printing the proceedings of
at residence on the corner of River and
Eleventhstreeta, formerly occupied by the late Dr. the board of supervisorsof this county

^ X

Ledcboer.

was awarded by the committee
Photographer.

TTIGGIN8,

XX

lery

B. P., the leading Photograph Galopposite this office.

ou

them

at reasonable

prices. Gold

The music in Hope church next Sabbath (Christmas Sunday) will be specially

cannot help but find wbat you want and low

goods. Call and see his elegant stock
and make yonr Christmas purchases.

Cwfll

is:

8

674 49

ountyTax...
oor Fund

. 1,599 78
..........................
..... S50 00
...... «*»

Fund„

3,000 oo
School purposes ...................
...... .
GeneralFund . ...................... 0,404 96
Sidewalkrepairs specialassessment ..... 144 S6
Excess of iiull ............................
22 4V
.

.

.

M

morning service.
Lord’s prayer— Opus 97-2
Solo and chorus.

o’clock noon Miss Te Deum,
ing to the News office. The work will be
completed and ready for delivery about Ella Harrington, daughter, of Mr. and
Mrs. E. J. Harrington, was married to Hymn.
the first of February.

of taxes to be raised for the

year Is $10,684.78

more

than the

amount raised for the past year. The
item

which

first

attracts the attention of the

reader is that of

“Water Fund

$8,000.”

This sum Is raised to complete our system
of Water

Works and

is iu

addition to the

of this

$3,000 was made necessary by the

fact that iu placing the first series of the

to negotiate them at a low rate of interest,

Suddt. namely five per cent, and to pay the expense of negotiatingthe next series of
bonds which amounts to $6,700, and to
Banks. pay for other little extra expenses that
were not at first counted upon. As to the

at 12

Mr. Fred Ward, of Marshall, Mich., by
Rev. Thomas Walker Jones. The young

The amount

coming

adapted for the Holiday season. Be- water bonds, amounting to $15,700, a discount $1,225.48 bad to be made in order
:

Hymn.
Last Thursday

This week we have experienceda regu-

»

is the program

Mr. Breyman takes pleasure In showing
bis

print-

Watches and Jewelry.

T) REYMAN, OTTO, Watchmaker, Jeweler,and
X> dealer In fancy goods. Corner of Market
and Eighth streets.

sells

Arbor, has been chosen as junior and silver watches, jewelry,finger rings
and diamonds adorn his show cases. You

E..

,

$22,000 already appropriated.The raising

plated goods as well as solid silver ware

studying medicine at the University at and

Physician and Surgeon. ResIV idenco on Twelfth street, cor. of Market St. editor of the medical department of The
Office at the drug store of Kremers A Bangs.. OfMichigan Argonaut,the University paper
fice boors from 11 a. m. to 12 m.,and from 5 to 6 p.m
H..,

•

vessels,$297,035; estimated value of car-

Persons wishing holiday presentsare
lost, $18,889;persons involved, 278; perFarm imple- morning and from 2 o’clock until 4 o’clock
Invited to look over the immense stock of
menls aud machinery. Cor. River and
sons saved, 278; persons lost, none; perin the afternoon. Don’t forget this and goods in the jewelry store of Otto BreyNinth Streets.
sons succored, 28; number of days succor
secure your mail in time.
man. He has a very beautiful Hue o

on Eighth street.

*

Five per cent collectionfees ............. 1,18V 14

V

this city, at presen

.

ToU! ..............................
$25,072.92

that city for the winter.

Teunis A. Boot, of

.

.

The

\7AN RAALTE, B., dealear In

T E8T, R. B., Physicianand Surgeon, can be
X) found in hla office in First Ward Drag Store,

;

.814,888.14

The statementfor 1884

2nd M. of G., J.B. Brown; Sergeant, C.f Water
R. Baxter; Sentinel, H.

Sh

.

following is a statisticalstatement Interest and sinkingfund ............... 1,70* 41
434 CO
will be on sale from December 21st to of the work of the life-saving service on East 12th st. special assessmentdistrict.
Ninth
657 78
December 25th Inclusive; and good to re Lake Michigan during the navigation Tenth "
567 78
Eleventh "
866 14
turn up to, and including December 31, season of 1884: Number of stations, 17; Cedar “
12 48
1884. New Year’s tickets will be on sale number of disasters, 54; estimated value of

from December 28th, 1884

The Post Office will be open Christmas
from 9 o’clock until 11 o’clock in the

sell

the round trip, between all stations on

have stopped operations on their work in

PAUKLS, VAN

X

D. Wise; 1st M. of a, E.

. 1,1 J1 45
. 5,ai5 00
850 00
50 00
540 19
1. 468 36
889 89
114 07
. • 682 12
97 17

.
.

home. The cause pre-

state. Free bus in connection with the hotel.

ing riuk will be open at all hours of the

OK

, 9,660 00
8191

at

\J

This hotel is located on the corner ol Ninth
and Fish streets, Terms, $1.60 per day. Go#d accommodations can always be reliedon.

-'xH

. 1,467 90
44 19

of

has been

pITY HOTEL, Williams Bros., Proprietors.

O

m
61

the rail
of 1883 Is as follows:

E. Walker.

C1TT TAX.

Mr. Chas.

and has not been able
Hotell,

return, good for forty days, for

$24.70. Tickets good until June

ing.

G. A SONS, GeneralDealers in
Dry Goods, Groceries, Crockery,Hats and
Caps, Flour, Provisions,etc. River street.

and

New Orleans,

wo

is, and
can be had for $37.85.
Tuesday last the sleigh bells weer ware merchants,have dissolvedpartnerfor what the money is to be expended and
ehip. Mr. Van Oort continues the busiagain taken down from the pegs and their
List of letters rematuing in the post- every tax-payer In the city should know
ness and settles all accounts.
merry jingle is again heard.
office at Holland, Mich., Dec 18, 1884: this. We shall first publish a statement of

General Passenger and Freight pal Church will administer the sacrameut
Tlf EYER, BROUWER A CO., Dealers in all Agent of the Chicago & West Mich. R’y. to the commuuicants of Grace Church of
Ivl kinds of Furniture. Curtains, Wall Paper,
this city next Thursday, Christmas, mornCarpeta* Coffins, Picture Frames, etc.; River St.
Last Friday night after the News was
Qecinl Dealers.

Mich.- R’y will

sell ticketsfrom this city to

La.,

It is certainly soothing to think that

On

Palmer

YTAN PUTTEN,

on every hundred

dollars of the assessed valuation. This of

Christmas entertainmentat the church course does not lessen the burden nor pay
Tuesday evening consisting of sing- the taxes, but a»“misery loves company”

a

ng and speaking. All are Invited.

Messrs. Van Oort & Bekuwkes, hard-

J. H. Carpenter will succeed
ruralturi.

1884, a daughter.

County Clerk Turner now makes
HollandersAmericans by the use of the

Wait

H. Walsh & Son are building up

14,

Velvet Cabinet frames at Cost duxing the $100.00 worth of pioperty. These figures
compare very favorably with the rate in
holiday season. Bee Special Notice.

Full choir.

Offertory— Fraumerei and

advisabilityof spreading this item of
$3,000 upon the roll this year, instead of
Romance,
—Schumann. issuing the bonds of the city payable,

;':jf

Monday we had a littlesnow couple started for Marshal], their future
with interest every year until paid, twenty
Organ voluntary.
it snowed and blowed in
home, at 3 o’clock the same afternoon and Christmas anthem— Brightestand Best, years from now, we will not comment upTI7YKRUY3EN, H., dealer in Watches,Clocks, the most improved style and has kept it carry with them the good wishes for their
—Rubinetien. on. The next item is for school purposes.
TV Jewelryand Spectacles, cor. Ninth and Ce- up ever since. Trains ou the Chicago and
dar streets.
future happiness of numerous friends in
The tax for this purpose Is $2,138.00 highFull choir.
West Mich. R’y have been delayed from this city. The printers were kindly reer than last year. Of this amount $1,921
EVENING SERVICE.
one to five hours every day and business membered with a large supply of very fine
Chant— "Gloria in Excelsis.”— Full choir. is caused by the falling duo of the first
has been very dull.
school building bond aud the balance is
wedding cake. Thanks.
Hymn.
•' I. 0. of 0. F.
to help pay the running expenses of the
Hymn.
The lovers of music in this city will be
Holland City Lodge, No. 192, Independent
W. W. Anger, of Oshkosh, Wis., was Offertory— "Nazareth,”
Oounoil ward school. The general fund follows
Order of Odd Fellows, holds its regular meetings pleased to learn that Mr. J. A. Lambert,
arrested in this city last Wednesday by
at Odd Fellow’s Hall, Holland, Mich., on Tuesday
next and is $3,754.36higher than the tax
Male quartette.
the cornet player, has returned to this city
evening of each week.
Marshal
Vaupell
on
a
charge
of
either
Visiting brothers are cordiallyInvited.
Christmas anthem— "Hark! Wbat mean raised for this fund last year. This into live. He is now filling a positionin
L. D. Baldub, N. G.
bastardy or seduction, we arc unable to
those holy voices.”
Verdi. crease is caused by the appropriationof
William Baumo artel, K. B.
the Chicago and West Mich. R’y freight
say which, preferred by Mr. F. Van Breo,
$1,500 fer the running expenses and for
Full
choir.
office. The patrons of our oiler skating
F. SB A. H.
of Zeeland, whose seventeen year old
fuel for our Water Works, Next year,
A Regnlar Communication of Uvitt Lodge rink enjoy the great addition he makes to daughter was the victim. The crime was
Taxes.—
“I
do
not
know
how
I can pay hpwever, we shall be deriving Borne
No. 191, F. A A. M., will be held at Masonic Hal the quintet band that furnishes music
Holland, Mich., at 7 o'clock sharp, on Wednesday,
committed some two years ago lu Zeeland my taxes this year, they are so excessively revenue from the system and the tax will
evenings, Jfm. 9, Feb. 6, March 5, April 9, May 7, there.
when the girl was bat fifteen years of age. high,” is a remark that Is commonly not be so heavy. There is also the
June 4, July 2, Ang. 6, Sept. 8, Oct. 1, Oct. 29,
Nov. 26, Dec. 81. St. John.s days June 24, and
There
is a little child some fifteen months heard from all In onr city,- and is the expense that has been made in runLast Monday afternoon a party of our
Dec. 27.
R. B. Best, W. M.
old
of
which the girl is the mother. An- cause of this item. The fact is our peo- ing the works this fall and winter
young people went to Baugatuckand atD. L. Botd.-Sk’v.
ger
is
a
traveling peddler or agent and is ple do net hardly know what taxation and the fund has been exhausted;
tended a session of their new rollerskating
means, and the increase in the taxes this Provisiou has been made so that
rink in the evening. The party stopped a married man.
parfeetss.
year is simply stunning in its effect on the when the annual settlementis made the
at the Baugatuck House and came home
The jury list tor the January term of average citizen. Taxes at all times and fund will be in as good a condition as iu
Tuesday morning. The young men all
Produce, Eto.
speak very highly of the treatment re- the Circuit Court is as follows: Ferdinand under all circumstances are a harden, a former years. There is also the tax for
(WHOLBSALE.)
Griffith, 1st and 2d Wards, Grand Haven; heavy burden, and a sadden Increase in
special street improvements which had to
ceived from the people of Baugatuck and
{OorrtcUdeven/ Friday by E. J. Farrington.)
Apples,40c; Beans, 80c, $1.00; Butter, 15, 16c. especially of the hospitalityof Landlord John A. Pfaff, 3d and 4th Wards, Grand the taxes, snch as we are experiencing this come from this fund; the grading and
Eggs, 22c; Honey, 14c; Onions, 30, 40c; Potatoes,
Brown who done everything in his power Haven; Peter Dushane, Grand Haven year, is an extremelyheavy and exasper- graveling of Tenth street, in which the
90, 25c.
Town; Heber Walsh, Holland City ; Jan ating burden. It makes the tax-payer feel city had to bear the expense of a special
bet an..
to entertain them. The "boys” say that
D. Bloemers, Holland Town; George A. his responsibilityaud that hie money la tax for Centennial and Lincoln parks, and
Apples. 45 A 50c; Beans, $1.95; Butter, 18,19c; they will go again.
Eggs, 24c; Honey, 16c; Onions, AOc; Potatoes, 80c.
Biown, Jamestown; Jacob Lievense, being spent, and we hope that it will re- the tax for all the street intersectionr
drain, Feed, Eto.
At the Roller Rink next week there will Olive; Roswell H. Wells, Polkton; Adrian sult in his taking an increased interest in
which amounts in round figures to $800.
(WHOLESALE.)
be unusual attractions.Music will be J. Knight, Robinson; Bernard Stark, the affairs of the city. Our cltv, like onr
These
three items, water fund, school
(Corrected every Friday by W. H. Beach.)
Bnckwheat, 45c; Bran, 9 100 fts., 65c: Barley, furnished for every session and on Wednes- Spring Lake; Frank Woodman, Tall- home, is what we make it. We cannot fund and general fund, make up the
V 100 t>s., $1.00; Clover seed, V lb., $8.fo; Coni day evening a barrel race will take
madgt; William Brown, Wright; Paul have good sidewalks, nor good roads, nor greater portion of the increased taxes,
Heal, V 100 0)8., 11.80; Corn, shelled,
85c; Flour,
pUV..v»,.~v.
$4.00; FinaCornMeal, V 100 lbs
‘
Da., *1.4V;
Feed, W place between at least four contestants. Trooit, Zeeland; John Buckle, Allendale;
good schools, or comfortable school $8,892.36. The balance of the increase
Owing to the bad weather this week the John Wilson, Blendon; Don. O. Bennett, houses, nor ample protection against the
over the taxes of last year is divided belar blizzard.

and on Tuesday

-
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•
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.

RETAIL.

•J

Ja

i

m

m
m

m

<<“VaW

'M

orange race was postpened, bat will posi- Cheater; Joseph Gibbi, Crockery; Liberty ravages of Are, unless we expect to pay
tween the amounts raised for street imtively occur next Friday evening. This L Barsley, Georgetown;Henry Baar, 1st
for them. We certainly will pot have provements, Interest and sinking fund,
race will be between the ladies and is very and 2d Wards, Grand Haven; Joseph L.
them unless we do. The paying for these and the collection fees. We have taken
excitingin its chamcter.On Christmas Jackson, 8a and 4th Wards, Grand Ha- luxuries, or necessities,we care not what
these figures from documents in (be eferk’s
there will be skating all day and evening. ven; Henry Saul, Grand Haven Town;
you call them, comes hard, especially this and treasurer’soffices, and
The band has secured music composed Engbertns Van der Veen, Holland City; I year, bat after they are paid for thert will
because we thought they
r
especially for Roller Rinks and wOldla- Roelof Yeneklaasen,Holland Town; Ed- be not one citizen who will regret the
interestto our citizens and
Hist
conrse it at the sessions next week.
mund J. Kellogg, Jamestown.
money expended. In' our neighboring mystery of out present "high”

wo

wed, $2.00.

. -•

V

|S||
..

ia&r

mi

\,V’v

8^4

additional

NBw*.

NATIONAL LAW-BAKERS.

York.'. . .Ths fact has developed at Washbean sentenced at 8t. Catherine’s,On- ington that Senator Bayard made a trip to
Albany last week, remaining at the ExecuThe mysterious disappearance of an ortario, to six months’ imprisomnent at hard
tive Mansion with the' President-electfor
^{ollintll
gan from the Union Sunday School rooms Brief Summary of tko Proceedlabor fur assaulting a cumoyantiwho “remore than twenty-four hours.
Tealed" Borne unpleasant things in his past
at S truth era, Ohio, has led to a disgraceful
Imge of CemcreM.
L. Z. Lexter, the Chicago millionaire, row. . .Father McGee was locked out of a
life.
. Orrin A. Carpenter,who was acquitHOtil/'ND CITY. MICHIGAN.
ted of the murder of Zura Burns, at Lincoln, now in Washington,is spoken of in con- French Catholic Church at Fall River,
The Chair laid before the Senate on the 10th
III, has fled from thattplucel
place to aroidassassi- nection with a foreign mission.’ Mr. Leiter Mass., and complaint will be made to the
nation by the girl’s father. His once ample
Pope. . .Ninety members of the First Bap- inst an invitation to that body from the Comsays he will only accept a Cabinet position.
missionersof the New Orleans Expositionto
fortune has slmmk to a quarter section of
tist Church at Keoknk forced the dismissal
... .A prominentNew York Democrat says
participate in the opening of the Expositionon
farming land. ~ '
of the pastor,Rev. A. C. Peck.
Boscoe Conkling can have the full DemoA TEBDICT was returned at Cleveland, crat ic vote for Senator. Fourteen addiOn a dredge-boatin Tangier Sound, Deo. is. The oommanloatlon wae laid on the
188ft.
table, that being the usual formal disposition of
Ohio, by the jury in the freight- discrim- tional votes are necessary, however
A Chesapeake Bay, Captain Edward Daley such document* In the Senate when no special
ination suit of Scofield,Bhurmer & Teagle delegation of the County Democracy visited knocked Patrick McGnire senseless, then or immediate disposition la demanded by any
Mayor Edson,of New York, and urged the ap- chop)>ed the body to pieces with a pick-ax, Senator. Mr. Vest, on behalf of the Committee
against the Lake Shore Boad for $5,000
Commerce, requestedthat the committee be
pointment of Hubert O. Thompson as and threw the mangled mass into the hold. on
dischargedfrom the consideration of the interin favor of the plaintiffs.The railroad
Commissioner of Public Works. The reooeanlo ship railway bill Mr. Vest stated that
charged the plaintiffs a higher rate for the
quest was indignantly refused. .. .The • Iowa fanners indulge bitter feelings to- he had received a letter from Capt Eadee raying
transportation of oil than the Standard
Maryland Democracy gave a banquet to ward the railways, which charge them certain ohaneea had been made In the concesOil Company was obliged to pay....
sion from Mexico, which made it neoesaaryto
Senator Gorman, in the Baltimore Academy freightageof 17 cents a bushel on corn to withdraw the bill. The committee wae accordA verdictfor $50,000 was rendered at St.
of Music, which was elaboratelydecorated Chicago, while the valne of the grain is bnt
ingly dischargedfrom the consideration of the
Paul against the Burlington, Cedar Bapids
for the occasion. Senator Bayard was 13 to 15 cents. The Railway Commission bill, whloh was ordered to be withdrawn from the
and NorthernBailroad, in favor of C. L.
files of the Senate. Mr. Vest presentedseveral
has taken the matter in hand, and memorials from Dakota in opposition to
Dunn, who was injured in an accident in among the speakers.
It is thought that the portfolioof the In- if not vested with full powers already, Its admission as s State, and claimed that the
Februarylast near Green, Iowa..... Elisha
movement wae engineered by ambitionsTerriHoyt, of Washington,Ind., assigned owing terior Department will be offeredby Gov. it will ask the Legislature to en- torialpoliticians. A bill waa introducedto into embarrassmentcaused by the failure of Cleveland to Mr. William C. Whitney of large the scope of their duties
crease to lA •0,000 the appropriation
for a public
The Ihte Reuben R. Springer,of Cincinnati, bnlldlng at Minneapolis The Interoceanlc shipthe banking firm of Hyatt, Levings A Co.
New York
left an estate valued at $3,000,000.His railway measure was withdrawn from the files.
His assA are reported at $250,000, and liThe House of Representativespassed the West
will, entirely in his own handwriting, has
abilities $100,000.
Point appropriation
bill A Joint resolution was
been probated. While the bulk of his propintroducedsetting aside $100,000 for American
In the Exposition at Antwerp
During navigation season this year erty is given to the childred of his sisters, representation
he makes seventeenbequests to schools, nexhyear. The Interstatecommerce bill was discussed.
1,828,117 tons of iron ore were delivered at churAes, charities, and householdservants,
It is estimated by the correspondentof
Lake Erie ports, 130,428 tons in excess of the largest being $75,000 to the Music
The Oregon Central land forfeiture bill
the Louisville Courier-Journal that 400
was again taken np in the Senate on the nth
last year’s record ..... Warren Price was Hall Association, and $100,000 to St.
people have perished in three counties of hanged at Wrightsville,Go., for killing his Mary’s Seminary of, the West.... Inst, and the amendment of Mr. Dolph waa
Kentucky by the pestilence. It is also son-in-law,R. F. Perry. George Cock The Miller Company, of Canton, Ohio, agreed to protectingthe right of settlers on
declared that within the last three months met a similar fate at Laramie City, Wyo- manufacturers of mill machineryand iron the forfeitedlands. Farther discussion of
ming, for the murder of James Blunt, his novelties,was closed by the Sheriff on exe- the measure was postponad, and consideracutions by Toledo iron merchanta. . .Fred
brother-in-law.
tion of the bill for the admlsson of Bonthern
was resumed. Mr. Harrison replied
V/AA W*
---Business failures for the week num- H. Winston, a well-known attorney and Dakota
politician of Chicago, brought suit for to Mr. Vest’s attack upon the bill, and inthat of the three counties specified—Harbered 316, against 296 for the previous week, $100,000 against the Inter Ocean Company quired of Mr. Vest what ndmber of inhablan, Bell, and Knox— is 21,420, and 400
itants should in his opinion entitle a Territory
east.
deaths would give a death rate of 19 per and 249 in the correspondingperiod of for libelousstatements.
to admission to the Union. Mr. Vest replied
1,000 in three months, more than the averRiohard Brocken, of Philadelphia, that the spirit of the Constitutionrequired at
Wmtoott A Co., stock-brokers at Syra- age snnnal death rate in the United States. 1883. Special dispatches to Bradstreet'a
a population sufficientto entitle It to rep(New York) from leading trade centers re- President of the Wolfe Tone Club of Irish least
resentation in the House; but even if Dakota
cuse, N. Y., made an assignment,giving The figures given for Harlan County would port wthe holiday porchases are exhibiting
had a populationsufficientlylarge to fulfil] thir
Nationalists,who recently inherited a forpreferences for $52,377, and the assets will make the mortality for the quarter more a contrast with the inactivity pteviouslv nocondition other circumstance*must of necessity
than twice as great as the average mortality ted, yet the volume of such sales is almost tune of nearly $1,000,000 by the death of enter Into* decision of the question of ita adjust about cover the latter sum. S. D. Richhis uncle in Brazil,has contributed $100,- missionas a State. Mr. Cockrell expressedhimardson, dry goods retailer, of the same city, for the, year. The ravages of the pestilence uniformly below the total for 1883.
self as opposed to the admission of new Terriin Kentucky have been at least as great, in Aside from tha continuedfirmnessin the 000 "to be scientifically used for the cause tories with large ares and small population. He
also failed. Both were caused by the susof
Ireland
in
the
heart
of
England."
proportionto the population, as those of New England cotton goods markets, due to
would not be satisfiedto admit Dakota
pension of Wilkinson Brothers’’ bank
the recent firmness in the price of raw cot- ] The Edgar Thomson steel-works,at Pitta- if it had four times the popnlatlon neoesaary
“Uncle" Silas Savage was buried at public the cholera at Marseillesand Toulon.
to entitle it to representation
in Congress. Mr.
At least twenty negroes lost their lives ton, and with the exception of a slightly burgh, with a monthly pay roll of $150,000, Van Wyck offered a resolution that as the comexpense last week at Hartford, Conn. His
under the French spoliationmatter by the capsizing of oyster-boats in the improved distributionof goods at Boston, have suspended operations for an indefinite mercial treaty negotiated with Spain had been
iven to the public, a rale be adopted for
Memphis, Wilmington,and Savannah, gen- period. The Republiciron works in that given
were $175,000, and ho died the very day
ita
consideration
in open
A Joint
Rappahanock River during a storm
Ita 001
_______ __ _
_____session.
_
eral trade at all points is at as low an ebb as city have resumed work at a reduction of
the United States Senate referred the quesresolution waa adopted
the 21st
opted appointing
•]
10 per cent in wages....
Henry
Levy
A
Lewis
Fox,
manager
of the Tote plantation, ever. A more conspicuous
_________________
...
“Wa-VWX
feature
is
found
of February for the ceremonies
oei
connecttion of claims to the Court of Appeals.
near Little Rock, was shot dead while sit- in~ the" long- continued and pronounced j Son, importers of fancy goods in New ed with the completion of the Washington
Mibb Newman,, whose supposed dead
monament Adjourned to Monday, the 16th.
ting at a table writing,the assassin having dullness of mercantile collections. This is 1 York City, have made an assignment The
the.. House, Congressman Hancock, of the
body was taken from a grave in Egremont, fired through a window.
reportedin almost all directions.Rates 1 liabilitiesare $300,000..... The City Bank In
Committee on Appropriations, reported the inHass., to Albany and was restored to life
Six convicts confined in the convict camp of exchangeon New York at interior points 1 of Schenectady, in New York, with a capi- valid pensionappropriationbill It waa referred to the committee of the whole. Conon the dissecting table, is now perfectly at Coal Creek, Tenn., made a break for lib- have declined in most instances.There is tal of $100,000,has closed its doors.
sideration of the interstate oommeroe
no gain in the industrialsituation.In all
sane and wedded to a physician— nephew of
A bill for the erection of a statue to bill being resumed, Mr. Glascock aterty. They were surrounded by a strong lines of manufacturingwag& continue to
one of the men acquaintedwith the facta
treked tbs railroad-poolsystem, and
Lafayette
was reported favorably to the Senate advocated its strict prohibition.A general uncordon
of
guards,
but
thought
that
by
makgo lower, in 5 to 10 per cent, drops. Actual
of her resurrection. She proposes to visit
was arrived at that the debate shall
friends in the Berkshire Hills within a ing a bold dash they conld escape in the stoppagesof factories and mills are less by Mr. Sherman, on the ISthtnat Several pe- derstanding
close the next day the subject Is taken np as
titions from tobacco manufacturersaud tradesconfusion. They had ran a few hundred frequent, bnt conspicuous.”
short time.
between
the
substitute of Mr. Regan and the l
nnlous against the ratification of the treaty
yards, when the guards recoveredand a
A friend of Gen. Grant has been ex- with Spain were presented by Mr. Logan, as committeebill. Mr. Regan has modified his I
H, J. Goodwin, dealer in woolens, at
motion, and now offers his proposition
posse was sent in pursuit They followed a
petitions by hosts of Union soldiers for the
New York, made an assignment, his prefer- short distance, and when they were in range pressing the fear that his financial future is also
purchase of a portrait of Gen. George H. only as a substitute for the remedial
ences amounting to $100,000, .. .A fire at called to the prisoners to halt. They con- not the brightest His assured annual in- Thomas for the Capitol During discussionof features of the committeebill Mr. Hlscock
the Dakota bill, Mr. Garland submitted a propoNew Bedford, Mass., destroyedthe ory- tinued straight ahead, whereupon the come for the future is fixed at about $30;- sition for a popular vote in that Territoryon
store of Haskell A Tripp and in- guards opened fire. At the first volley four 000, and his friends count that amonnt in- the questionof its division.A debate on the
if they are sufficient for the requirements of
other buildings, causing a loss of of the fugitives fell, and the other two adequate to maintainhim ____ Boston capi- silver Issue followed,mainly between Messrs. Interstate commeroe. A resolutionwas adoptHill
and
Sherman.
A
bill was passed for a pubsurrendered. Two of the prisoners were talists have contractedfor eight thouj,500.
ed calling upon the Secretary of the Interior for
lic building at Akron, Ohio, to cost $100,000. A
The New York Leaf Tobacco Board of killed by the fire, and two more mortally sand tons of steel rails .for the communicationfrom the Postmaster- General Informationconcerningthe fees of claim-agenU
wounded....The Supreme Court of West Arizona Mineral Belt Bailroad, and waa laid before the Bonne of Representatives in pension cases.
Trade resolved by a unanimous vote to Virginia hes decided that
asking an appropriationof $100,000for postal*
railIn the House of Representatives,on the
work will begin forthwith on the sec- car service and $7\iiO0 for tho pav of postal
protestagainst the ratification of the pend- road charter is merely a license, the
tion from Flagstaff to Green Valley
clerks. Among the bills Intro need were 12th lust, a concurrent resolutionwas passed
ing treaty between Spain and the United right to fix freight and passenger charges Muriate of cocoaile,the newly discovered the following: One
Mr. , Oates regretting the inabilityof Congress to be presStates ..... The imports at the port of New being vested only in the Legislature.... anaasthotic, has b.-en successfully applied declaring forfeited all unearned land
amasimmu,
grants; one by Mr. Peel granting the ent at the opening of the New Orleans ExposiYork for the week were $8,133,000, of Hezekiah Brown, a colored preacher, of to dentistry.... Nearly the whole of the
0f way through Indian Territory to the
tion, and reqncsting the Presidentof the Senwhich $6,430,000 were general merchan- Clarksville, Md., was lynched by a mob for business portion of Brookrille, Ind., was j Kansas Cltv^ Arkansaa and Fort Smith Railroad;
ate, together with a committeeof thirteen
marrying
a
weak-minded
white
girl
17
years
by Mr. Blanchard for the creationof a Senators and the Speaker of the Honse,
dise, and $1,703,000 dry goods.
burned. The loss is variously esti- another
Bed
River
Commission;
another
by
Mr.
Willis
old ____ Judge T. J. Ford, his brother-inmated at from $50,000 to $100,000. to give encouragement to the proposed agrlcnl- with one Representative or Delegate from
each State or Territory,to be present
law. and three others were indicted at New
____ The Calumet Sewer-pipe Works,
tnral, mining, and live stock exposition, to be
Dec.
Orleans for the assassination of A. H. near Toronto, Ohio, were burned. held at Loalsville,Ky.; and another by Mr. at the Execntlve Mansion
lf>, when the President would open the exposition
Murphy.
. .Twenty-five thousandchildren
Buckner
to refnnd the public debt nd secure by telegraph and start the machinery thereof by
Surveys have been made for an iron
Loss, $100,000;insurance, $40,000..,. the stabilityof the national bank circulation.
participatedin the Sunday-schoolcelebrafrom the White House in the presence
Eight stores at St Mary’s, KanM were By a suspension of the rules Jan. 18 was set electricity
bridge acroes the MississippiRiver at tion of the Methodists at Baltimore.
of the Cabinet and representatives
of foreign
burned, causing a loss of $48,000 ____ Fire apart for the considerationof the McPherson powers. Mr. Warner, of Ohio, offered a preamPrairieda Chien, to take the place of the
at Philadelphia destroyed the depot of the and Dingley bills, both of which are expected ble and resolution reciting that Mr. J. D. Taylor,
to i>as8. A resolution was offeredby Mr. Holpontoon structure. The latter has paid
Traction Company; loss, $40,000. . .A fire man providing that all speeches printed by of Ohio, having obtainedthe permission of the
House to extend in the Jtecord certain remarks
from $35,000 to $50,000 per annum. The
at Johnstown, Ohio, destroyed a block of permission of the House shall be subject to
of his made July 5, had printed Instead
new bridge will be built by a stock comOpposition to the Mexican treaty seems bnildings, including a hotel, and the Ma- the rules governing debate. Mr. Cox, of New a written speech containing improper
York, offered a preamble and resolutionre- reflections on members of the Honse
pany, at a cost of $800,000 or mere,
to have gained strength in the House of sonic and Odd Fellows' Hall, causing a loss onestlngthe Secretary of the Navy to Inform the
and will be nearly a mile in length. ....
and other matters not a legitimate part of the
of $30,000 ____ Fire at Asheville, N. C.t
in regard to the case of Cadet F. 8. proceedingsof the House. Mr. Taylor urged in
“Omaha Charley,” a desperado, whose real Representatives since the publicationof the caused a loss of $38,000. .. .File in New York Honse
Strong, of the A napalls Naval Academy, who Is
his own defense the plea that he had only done
name was Charles Stevens, was taken terms of the proposed treaty with Spain.
destroyeda six-story brick buildingon reinmed to have died In conseqnencevf cruel what was customary. Mr. Rogers Joined in the
Surgeon Wyman, of the Marine Hos- Ninth avenne. Loss on building and con- treatment received at the hands of senior cadets. attack upon Mr. Taylor and a row ensued. Tim
from the jail at Maryville,Mo., by a mob
Mr. Laoey. for the Committee on Coinage, Ohio election drifted into the discussion, an*
and hanged from the railroad bridge. Ste- pital Service, has been given leave of abtents about $30,000.
Weights, and Measures,moved to suspend the some sharp language was employed on botnf^
vens shot Hubert Kramerat Maryville,Dec. sence for four months to investigatethe
rales and pass the bill prohibitingthe issue of
sides of the House. Mr. Warner’s resolution '
3. Another lynching occurred at Daggett, germs of cholera with Prof. Koch at Berlin.
Treasury notes of denominationsless than
waa paased. Adjourned to Monday, 16th.
and
providing
for
the
Issue
of
$1,
$2,
and
$5
silCal, where William White, charged with
Mr. Randall intends to rush the ap.
ver certificates.The motion was lost Mr.
All London was intensely alarmed the Peters, for the Commerce Committee, moved to
propriationbills throngh the House as
suspend the rales and pass the bill to
The Story of an Umbrella.
fast as possible. When these have been other day by an attempt to blow np London promote the efficiency of the revenue-marine
We
were living np in the moontains
was destroyedby incendiaries, who were disposed of the interstatecommerce ridge with dynamite.The attempt, how- service.This motion was also lost A motion
to suspend the rules in favor of the bill to esand
had
qnite a herd of cows, among
opposed to having a liquor shop in the town. bill will be called up for continueddisever, proved on utter failure, as far as the tablish a Department of Agriculture, proposed them one, an old cow, who wore a bell.
by
Mr.
Aiken
in
bch
lf
of
the
Committee
on
•The citizens of Andersonville, Ohio, cussion. Friends of the Mexi6an pen- design to demolish the structurewas conThe cows had been missing for several
Agriculture, waa agreed to.
turned out in great numbers and dispatched sion bill will make an effort to secure cerned. About £50 worth of.window-glass
days, and the boys were out searching,
action upon that measure next in order.
broken in the vicinity. The bridge
a tiger which had escaped from his winter
THE MARKETS.
and one afternoon I thought I would
Gant Howgate the absconding ex- itself escaped withont injury. A strong
quarters in a menagerie. The animal had Chief Signal Officer, has been heard from
try
what I could do. 80 1 mounted a
force of police was pnt on guard, and
NEW YORK. a
killed hogs, sheep, and cows along his through a letter addressed to Lieut Greely
pony and rode qnite a distance, when I
others
sent
out to search for tne parties
route, but attacked no human being...-.
K®1 .......... ::::::::::::::::**$
asking for a small loan at 10 per cent inthought I heard the old cow’s bell I
Reuben R. Springer, of Cincinnati,known terest. . .The Comptroller of the Currency who planned the destraotion of the bridge,
bnt no arrests were made or clew discovered.
dismounted
and started to prowl around
throughout the country for his gifts to pnbhas authorizedthe MercantileBank, of Owing to the excitement and the fear of a
No. 2 Red ...............
among
the
rocks
and bushes.
lie institutions,died in his chair, from Cleveland, to begin business with a capital
repetitionof the explosion, trafficwas sus- Corn— No. ....................... g £'
“It bad been raining during the early
paralysisof the heart, in his 85th year.
of $1,000,000....SecretaryChandler has
part of the afternoon, and I had an umThe wheat yield of California,this year, been advised by cable of the outbreak of a pended for a time.
CHICAGO.
The English press is filled with indignaofficially reported, is 57,420,188bushels,
brella. After I had gone a short disrevolution in Corea.
BCEVSS-Choico to Prime Steers. 6.E0 (<$7.50
leading all other Stotes in the Union. This
tion at the advance of German influencein
tance I caught a glimpse of the cows.
Good Shipping ........ 5.25 & 6.75
Common to Fair ....... 4.00 <<4 4.50
is the product of 3,587,864 acres, being an
As I started toward them, suddenly
Africa, as indicated by the publication of
POE1TKCAE.
Itoos ............................4.00 04.50
average yield of 16.4 bushels.
they lifted their heads, crooked their
the German White Book, at the expense of Flour -i‘ ancy White winter Ex . a.75 0 4.S5
An indictment bos been rendered by the
Goo<l to Choice Spring.. 3.25 (<34.00
tails, and started away on a dead run.
In connection with the visit of Senator England’s interests,which, it is claimed,
72
Federal Grand Jury at Chicago againstJos. Bayard to Albany, the Washingtoncorre- have been sacrificedby the indecisiveac- Wheat— No. 2 Spring ............. 71
I was just wondering what frightened
No. 2 Red Winter ........ 72 0 .74
them, when I heard a rustling in the
C. Mockin, Henry Biehl, and Arthur Glea- spondentof the Chicago Daily News tele- tion of Lord Granville. . .Miss Fortescue. Corn— No. 2. ...................... 37 0
— So. ...................... .23 .25
was
awarded
verdict of Oats
bushes behind me.
son, and another against Stransser,HonsHYE-No. ........................ 51 0 .53
graphs that ionrnal as follows:
$50,000 against Lord Ganuoyle for BvRL'vY— No. ................... 54 rt .50
“I turned around, and there, not ten
brough, and Shields, judges of electionin
There Is a report coming from New York to
the Second Precinct of the Eighteenth the effect that Cleveland will not select Bayard breach of promise*, has beeq re-en- BuiTE .—Choi™ Creamery........ 24 «$ .27
feet away, was a big mountain lion
Pine Dairy ..........l» @ .20
Ward, and Kelly and Sullivan, election tor a Cabinet position because Tilden Is bitterly gaged to Mr. Qoilter, whom she jilted for
standing on a rock staring at me. I
Cheese— Full » ream. ............. 12 0 .13
nostile
to
him.
It
Is
claimed
by
Tilden’s
Irlends
the
nobleman.
.
.The
English
Secretary
of
clerks in the same precinct Biehl and
Skimmed Flat ..........08 & .00}$ assure you I never felt so bashful in all
that he and they nominated and elected Cleve- State for Home Affairs proposes to snpGleason were arrestedand nut under $5,000 land, and that he cannot go back on
Eotu,— Fresh ...................... 21 <9 .23
my life. I hadn’t a gun or even a jackbonds each. Mackin gave nimself up, and them or disregard Ttlden’a wishes. press prize fighting in the fature....The Potato**- New, per bn ..........30 & .:w
knife, and there was that beast staring
PoKK-Mess
.....................
10.75
011.00
the other hand It is asserted prospects of the Nile expedition for the rewas also put under bonds in a like amonnt
Lard ..............................ooJiO .uc* and getting ready for a spring. All at
With the rendering of the indictments the by Democrat* hitih In the party that Cleveland lief of Gen. Gordon are not very encouragTOLEDO.
owes Tilden nothing. It la stated by men who
once I thought of my umbrella, aild-ai
ing,
and
it
is
now
said
that
it
cannot
reach
investigation comes to an end.... were in New York during the canvass and who
Wfieit— No. 2Ked. ............... 67 & .68
quick as thought I raised that muclr
The horrors connected with the Crouch are familiar-with the Democratic management, him before next week. . .Unusually severe Corn— No. ....................... 39 <9 .41
26 rt .27
borrowed article and spread it right in
murders at Jackson, Michigan, received re- that Tilden gave only a few thousand dollars, snow storms are reported in the Alpine Oats— No. ......................
MILWAUKEE.
enforcementlast week by the attempt of a and rrelly made no sort of effort In be- regions of Switzerland.,..The District Wheat-No ....................
Mr. Lion’s face. He didn’t stop to ex<1 g -g
half of the ticket It was,’ said * M*dwitness to cut his throat
amine, bnt made one great jump clear
ing Democratic Senator,Tflded’* Wenda Court of Zafingen, Canton Aargun, Switz- Corn— No. ...................... £ 0 .»o
Oats— No. 2S, ..................... 26 & .20
The sudden breaking out of fire in who cut Cleveland so badly in New York. erland, has fined and imprisoned two Mor- Bablet-No. ................... •« 0-61 across the gorge, and when he lighted
It Is also believedby many Democrats that mon apostles, and forbidden them
gave a yell that shook the hills.
Pork— Mess .................
W-J®
Gray, Toynton A Fox’s candy factory at Tilden is trying to pnt Randall at the head of
enter the Canton for three
“I saw no more of him. When I got
the Treasury,but the latter prefera to remain
Detroit caused the girls employed in the
ST.
^
years ..... Louise Michel, the French
ini the House. The almost universalopinion
home
the cows were there,"— Iffen. ff.
Mme. Wheat— No. 2 Red ................ W' @ -77,$
second story to rush for the fire-escape, in on the Democratic side of the Senate Is that Mr. anarchist,will be released Jan.
F,
Sickles,
of Colorado,
Bayard
can
have
the
Secretaryship
of
State
If
Colombierii serving a fortnight’s imprison- Oats— Mixed. ..................... 24 g .25
descending which one young woman fell
he want* It The cause of Tlldcn’shostility
and was slightly hurt. Three girls were to Bayard is said to be the former s belief ment for the authorshipof “Sarah Bar- RYE. .............................' -*7 0 .48
A revolution in Corea is reported Pork— Mesa .....................11 .00 011.50
seen at a window, but a sudden burst of that the Delaware enactor and Thnrmnn num".
The Colonel’s Maxim.
m
.Nnbar Pasha, Egyptian Prime Minister, Wheat— No. 2 RedCINCINNATI.
the flames drove them back, and they were w re mainly responsible for the elect ral
................ 74 0 .76
commissionbill, in answer to this, friends threatens resignation. It is also reported
Col
Bnmgardner
stumbled into a
burned to death.
Corn ........ ...................... J §
ot Mr. Bayard say that he and Thurman
WHEN James M. Leary stepped down to used every exertion to get an expression that there is a movement to restore Ismail OATB-Mixed......... ........... 0 .TO party of gentlemen who were discussing
of opinion from Tilden about the electoral Pasha to the throne. .. .The London Peold maxims.
:oi
a hotel parlor at Logansport,Ind., to be bill, and that finally the late 0. N. Potter and
troleum Association has refused to put
“Zat’s my ban’, too,” said Bum; “I
DETROIT.
married to Ida Hoatetter, it was found that several others, who were said to represent Til- Russian petroleum on the same foot- Flour .........
............. 6.00 & 5.50
den, accepted tho electoralcommission bill
alius (hie) sticks to my fav’ritemaxim!”
Wheat— No. 1 White .............76 0 .78
ing with the American product.
>
i Ida had fled with Burton Weaver. Leary
Charles G. Reed, Citizens’ candidate
“Which one is that, Bum?"
had purchased a marriage license, feed
The French Chamber of Deputies passed the Corn -Mixed..................... £ ®
“Yit’s ‘ never put (hio) off till to-morfor
Mayor
of
Worcester,
Maes.,
defeated
the parson, and ex| ended $60 tonaval estimates and recommended the buildp5S-FL5uy
:::::::::::::::
row whacber kin co-hoo to-day *
•
the Republican nominee, Samuel E. Hil- ing of cruisers and torpedo vessels, and
7 INDIAN ATOMS. J
ward the faithlessone's tronsseau.
“Well, what are you going to do
Forty-fivelodges and 4,000 members were dreth. The city voted for liquor license the speedy completion of large men-of-war Wheat-No. 2 Red, Mew ..........71 0 .73
by two to one.
Wade Hampton has been ____ The sentence of Captain Dudley and
„ • v „
his mate. Stephens, of the wrecked English
“I’m go-ho-ing to take a dnnk if
;5 s
5.75 9 6.25
CAlTLE-BcSt.
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An

Whitney Said to Be

interesting feature of the

a

united encampment of veterans of the

war, embracing the soldiers of the
Union and Confederatearmies. The
Board of Managers of the exposition
have voted $10,000 for this purpose,
and 1,000 tents will be constructed for
the free accommodationof the veterans.
woods standing side by side and reachThe movement was organizedunjler
ing seventy-five feet from the ground.
the auspices of the Grand Army of the
So firm is this support that heavilyRepublic and the local association of
loaded oars pass over with perfect seConfederate armies of Northern Vircurity.
ginia and Tennessee.Captain Edgar
“I can open the best lock that was Wheeler, of Lincoln Post No. 1, G. A.
every made in five or six hours,” said a R., at Topeka, Kansas, has been elected
Washington locksmith. M These little as commander of the camp. The tents
office safes I wouldn't put that muo
will be. supplementedby wooden bartime on. They don’t pay enough, * racks, and accommodationswil be projust take a hammer and break the knob vided for 10,000 persons.
off, and can get into the safe in about
The Japanese missions in Europe
three seconds. No safe was ever made
have
just received informationfrom
but it hod some weak point known to
their
Governmentof the creation by
the maktr/so he oonld get into it in
case the look should refuse to respond.” Mikado of a national peerage. The list
includes eleven princes, twenty-four
In Ontario passenger trains are not

marquesses, seventy-six counts, three

Sunday. Recently

it was hundred aud twenty-fourviscountsand
attempted on the Credit Valley, a new seventy-four barons, This newly-

started on

form the upper

road, but so strong was the public feel-

hatched nobility will

company felt constrained to abolish the Sunday train.
When the Dominion government difteted that the Welland canal be

house in the future Japanese Parlia-

ing aroused that the

opened during twelve honrs Sunday, so
strong was the expression of public
opinion on the subject that in a few
weeks the order was countermanded.

Rkarino a memorial

Sue

Preparations for the hangnration An
Ceremonies -Other Wash-

All the

members

The Captain and Mato of the
Sentenced to Death.

Cabinet-Making.,,
(Washington special to the Chicago Tribune.]
It

may not be accepted as

s fact that

Sen-

ator Bayard can have a place in President
Cleveland’s Cabinet if he so desires,and it
is altogether probable that he will aooept
the offer. It was at first supposed he woi
be given the portfolio of State, bat his
tastes and experience run rather in the line
of finance,and he will therefore in all
>robabilitybe the next Secretary of toe
Mr. William C. Whitney will certainly be
New York representativein the Cabinet
Rumor has given him the post of Attorney
General, for which he is thoroughly fittao,
but that will probably be given to Senator
Garland, ana Mr. Whitney will take the
Secretaryship of toe Interiorinstead. The
South seems to be entirely united on Senator Garland as a member of the Cabinet
and his appointmentwill be ont ofdeference to the wishes of that section and because he is eminently fitted for the place.
Bayard, Whitney, and Gartand are almost
certain to become members of President
Cleveland’s Cabinet. They are all) Democrats of toe strict school, and their high
personal character will no doubt be acceptthe

able.

of the

special permission from the Minister of

whom

author’s on

was Elizabeth Evans, the

aunt For many

years she

the Imperial household in order to con-

that

Mr.

Bawd

.s

preached in the town of Wicksworth,
and the necessity

of a

new chapel sug-

GuilderlandStation, New York
Jupp number of

ing-

investigatingcommitteesto ex-

amine the Treasury and understandsit
family, famous Hudson Valley butter- very fully. He has bnt little taste for for, *
A minister of the gospel in Pennsyl- makers of that day, occupied the farm eign affairs. It is, however, onderstood
that Mr. Bayard, while he was offered his
vania has been fined $130 for having now belonging to Charles MoChesney,
united in marriage a yonng couple near this station. Mrs. Jnpp’s butter
neither of whom was of age. As the was always packed in peculiar shaped
satisfied with that arrangement
rural wedding fee is said to average $1, earthen crocks, and commanded a highA dispatch from New York says: “Cabinet
130 ceremonies will have to be per- er price in Albany and other markets. slates have been the general talk among
formed before the unfortunate preacher Before sending a crock of butter to Democrats around the hotels. Of Concan catch np. He will also labor under market it was her custom to lower it gressman Randall it is said that he is pressinto a well on the premises which was ed to go into the Cabinet, especiallyby the
the disadvantage of requiring all fnture
Tilden-Payne influence. Congressman
applicantsto visibly verge on the sere noted for its very cold water. Mrs. Paige of Ohio, who is Senator-electPayne’s
and yellow in order that he may be on Jupp would leave the butter hanging nearest friend,said to-day that Mr. Randdl
in the water for several hours, and could go into -the Cabinet if he should so
the safe* side.
elect. It is Mr. Payne’s opinion that, so
when taken out it would be as hard far, Bayard for Secretary of State, Garland
A great sensation is caused by the and cold as ice. One day iu 1834 she for Attorney General, and William C. Whitrumor that the Earl of Durham, a large was lowering a crock of batter into the ney are the only appointmentsMr. Cleveland has settled npon.”
land owner, an incipient politician and well, when the rope broke and the
the bearer of an illustrious name, is crock fell to the bottom. No effort
P reparations for the Inauguration.
[Washington telegram.]
abont to bring an action for a judicial was ever made to recover it For the
Coh James G. Berret, of this city, has
separation from his wife. She is a first time in its history this well bevery beautiful woman, and it was only came almost dry during the recent long received the following letter from the Na-

when

the other day

all the town was draught in this vicinity. A few days

talking about the generosityof the ago farmer

McChesney was

cleaning

Committee:
Nkw York, Deo. 13.— Col James O. Berret.
Washington:—Ur Drab Bib: The National

tional Democratic

Democratic Committee has selected a number of
gentlemen residing In the District of Columbia
as a general committee to make all the arrangements for the Inaugurationoeremonica March 4
next. We have selected yon to act as Chairman
assigned is the discovery that the un Chesney accidentallybroke it. It was of the committee,and bog that yon will aooept
the appointment It la the desire of the Nationone-qnarter full of butter, which was al Committee that the committee of which you
happy lady is mentally unsound.
are Chairmanshall have entire charge of all
as solid and sweet as it was the day it
matters relating to toe Inauguration ceremonies.
It is reported that when the late was put down, half a century ago. The To that end you are authorized to appoint such
Secretary Folger was a member of the crock and it contents are on exhibition sub-committeesaa you may deem necessary
Yours truly.
W. H.Babnum,
New York State Senate, at the close of at the McChesney farm, and hundreds
Chairman.
A P. Gorman,
the famons Tweed charter, two senaChairman ExecutiveCommittee.
have called to see them.
tors, who were strongly suspected of
Appended are the names of the fifty genParis proposes to emulate London tlemen who compose the general commithaving accepted bribes, rose to give
tee, as follows:
their reasons for voting against their and New York in having steam travel
Col fames G. Berret, Chairman; W. W. Corparty. One of them, turning toward within its limits. This railway will be coran, L. Z. Letter, Gen. Philip H. Sheridan, U.
A; Admiral David D. Porter, U. 8. N.;
Mr. Folger snd the other faithful Re- subterranean for the greater part of its 8.
Thomas J. Fisher, Rear Admiral 0. R. P.
publicans, expressed regret at having length. Starting at Puteaux, the pas- Rogers, U. 8. N.; Gen. M. 0. Meigs, U. B. A;
Prof. Spencer F. Baird, William M. Galt, Martin
to differ with them, and then quoted : senger will pass under the Grand Anne F. Morris,Dr. Joseph N. Toner, Albert A Wil“ Tis hard to part with friends so dear.” avenue, the external boulevards, Rome son, Rear Admiral JohnL. Worden, U. S. N.;
Charles O. Glover, John E. Norris,Dr. D. B.
“How dear?" cried Folger, quick as a street, Boulevard Hausmann, and the Clarke, James E. Harvoy. George A Mcllhcnnjr,
Gen. Channoey
Chaunoey MoKeever.
HoKcever, U. S.
8. A
A:: James L.
flash; “will the Senator name his great boulevards, and will not emerge Barbour, Charles G. McCawloy.M. 0. Walter,
\
~
prices?”
into open air until he reaches the Bas-

bridegroom in making her a present of the well out, when he found the crook
£50,000 worth of jewelry in addition to Mrs. Jupp had lost fifty years ago. In
the heirloom in the family. .The cause taking the crock from the well Me-

_

farm to be lei vated rather than subterranean system.
The highest bidder was a Mr. Yeddell, All tunnels or covered ways from whioh
air or sunlight are excluded are objecand it was sgreed that he should lease
tionable. -There is no inter-mural
the farm. Before the lease was signed,
travel on earth so pleasant or so cheap
however, he was asked if he were a
as that of the “Elevated” road system
churchman,and replied that he was a
of New York. The business of this last
Wesleyan. Subsequentlyhe received
company is simply prodigious.During
a letter from Mr. Daniel’s agent, saying
the past year it carried nearly ninetythat Mr. Daniel had decided not to
seven million passengers— more than
lease him the fann, as all his other tenall the leading trunk lines in the counants were churchmen,and no exception
try. One objection to large cities herecould be made.
tofore has been the great distance to
recently advertised

An

a

interestingruin in Mexico

is

be traveled in seeing friends or trans-

conceivable

shape, yet

sufficiently within fifteen

miles of the center of

shape after being cut. New York island will be qnickly travIn this layer of stone are cut hundreds ersed as were twp or three miles in
to retain ita

upon hundreds of rooms from 6x10 to
16x18 feet square. So oven and true
are the walls, floor, and ceiling, so
plumb and level, as to defy variation.
There are no windows in the rooms,
and but one entrance, which is always
from the top. The rooms are but eight

times past Steam will be snperoeded
by some faster motor, electricity perhaps.

Flattery is the destruction of all
good fellowship;it is like a qualmish
liquor in the midst of a bottle of good
wine.- Bcaconsflcld.

Davis

81

J.

A Hubbell....]
.Houghton

. .Houghton.
BEPRCKKNTATIVES.

‘Baker Seward ...... Newport ..... Monroe.
Bardwell H. H ....... Mt
(t. Morris.
Mon .Genesee,
•Barry T. R ........ E. Saginaw.. Batluaw
BateaE. N .......... Moline ....... AUegan.
Beecher N. A ....... Flushing..... Oeneeee.
Beekman B. F ...... Charlotte.....Eaton.
•Bcntly J ............ Mendon ...... Bt Joeeph.
•Black 0. P .......... Caro. ......... Tuacola.
•Blacker R. B ....... Manistee ..... Manistee.
•Boynton D... ...... Leoni. ........ Jackson.
Brandon O. K ....... Hamtramok. .Wayne.
•Brant L. A ......... Detroit ...... Wayne.
Brown Charles ..... Vicksburg. . .Kalamasoo.
Campbell M. D ..... Quincy ....... Branch.
Cannon E. 0 ........ Erart ........ Osceola.
•CarltonA D.. ..... Dlmondale... Eaton,
•Case A T .......... Homestead...Bensie.
Case J. A, ........... Alpena. ....... Alpena.
Case O. N ........... Detroit ....... Wayne.
.

.

^'by

The

1

j

approach-

twentieth day, after

o^ing U^

~

Kate

Th,

HIU*

..... .Hifiadale.

R ...... HUl’Uaie

Clark N ............. W. Hay Uty.-Bay.
•Coleman George.
Howell ....... Living*
Georg®. .Howell
I.ivlc ton.
•ColUnaL. H......
..Detroit....... Wayne.
H..
•Conrad L. 7. ....... Waoonsta....Clinton.
CoomerO. W.
W ....... Wyandotte..Wayne.
•CoRsett 0. H ....... Owosao ...... Bhlawaeaoe.
Gross J. B ........... Bangor. ...... Van Bnren.
Croser J. A.. ........ Menominee.. Menominee.
•Dakin M. H ........ Baglnaw ..... Saginaw.
Daria L 0 .......... L* Anae ...... Baraga.
Devine Joeeph ...... Hillsdale. Hillsdale.
Dlekcma O. J. ...... Holland ......Ottawa.
Dixon K J .......... Dowaglac. ...Caaa.
•Dodge L...J., ...... Lansing ..... Ingham.
•Dunbar A E ....... Monroe ...... Monroe.
Egan F. & .......... Detroit ...... Wayne.
Eldred A. D ......... Battle Creek Calhoun.
•BnglcmanH ...... Center Line. ..Maoomh.
.

ing dissolution.

..

•Adama E. O.

.

the others hnngrily watched his

Clam

__

avenportE.
E. Baffinaw..8a«lnaw.
Newayno.
36. E. E. Kdwerds... Fremont
Meoosta.
Fitch Phelps. ... .Big Rapids. . .Meooati
W. H. Fianols...Frankfort....Mason.
39. 0. R. Henry ...... An Sable ..... losoo.
80. *L. C.
..Vassar
~
....... Tuscola.
81. a M. BtephensonMenomtnee ..Menomtaefc

dered during a storm in the Indian Ocean.

were wholly without water. By toe twelfth

Grand RspldsKnat

Cortls..

Chapman A

Capt Budley, two seamen, and a boy
named Parker escaped in a boat, but had
no provisions except a few turnips, and

m

33. J. W. Moon ...... Mnnkenon .... Muskeeon*
34. Hy. Woodruff.... Harwell......

~
F

.

.ML

Pleasant Isabella.

•Ford M. H! !!!.!! ^GrandRapldaKent.
A .......... Matteaon...*Branch.
three survivorseagerly drank the boy's Gardner
Gibbs J...j..., ...... Mayfield.* ..G. Tram
blood as it unshed from bis arm, and they •Gleason D. O ...... Richmond ...Maoomh.
ont his flesh from his arm and ate it un•Hammond H. ...... BL Glair .... Bt Clair.
cooked, bnt with some degree of modera- •Hampton C. B ...... Harborflpr’gaEmmet
•Hsnkerd P ......... Henrietta-...Jackson.
tion. The Captain kept the body and •Harper E. P ........ Saline ........ Waahtonaw.
served out to himself and the two sailors Hayes E. B .......... WatrousvllleTuacola..
such rations as were necessary to preserve •Holman J. H. ...... Rochester.... Oakland.
their lives. They prolonged their wretched Houk TO ............ Klbrldge ...... Oceana.
Howell Geo ......... Macon.. ..... Lenawee.
existence in this way until July 5, when •Johnson W ......... Btnrgla .......Bt. Joseph.
they were rescued.]
Jones W.T .......... Moriey ........Mecosta.
Kelly M. N .......... Metaman.... Lspesr.
An Arkansas Train-Bobber Confc
KirkpatrickWm.... Palmer ....... Marquette.
•Lincoln L. E. ...... Band Beach. .Huron.
[Little Rook spedaU
•Long J.D .......... Detroit ...... Wayne.
The confessionof Joseph Cook, toe Makclin J ............ VaUey Center.Sanilac.
ringleader of the train
i-robbers who suoMalcolm R .......... Commeroe**..Oakland.
cessfallyside-tracked the passenger train Manwaring J ........ Dryden. ...... Lapeer.
and plundered the seventy-live passengers Markoy D. P ........ Wist Bnuch-Ioaco.
Mason H. M ......... Bt Ignace. ... Mackinac.
on toe Arkansas Valley Railroad in the outMoClelend H.. ...... Detroit ..... Wayne.
skirts of the city Saturday night, tells the
McCormickJ. W. . .Fennrille .... Allegan.
McGregor J. A ...... Freeland ..... Baflnaw.
stoiy of the latest daring train -robbery.
“There were four in toe party— Clifford, •McKleJ. L ......... Three Oaks.. Berrien.
•MoKnabb J. W ..... Fremont Cen. Newaygo.
Parker, Frank Kline, and myself. We first North S.D.... ...... Hancock.,.. ..Houghton.
commenced to plan the robbery a week age. Northwood John.... Layton Oor....Saglnaw.
We studied out and arranged matters in O’Keefe R D ........ M nden. ...... Sanilac.
Oriatt Geo ... ...... Chase. ........ Lake.
Kline's room on Centre street. I was
ParkhurstJ. G...... Decatur ...... Van Boren.
chosen Captain. After the robbery we Poet F. L .......
Coleman ...... Midland.
walked straightto Little Rock, stopping on •Potter F. H ........ Bancroft ..... Bhlawassee
•Powers
Wm.
........
Emmett. ..... Bt Clair.
the way to burn our masks. Reaohing the
•RichardsonO.F. ..................
Ottawa.
city we separated.I accompaniedKline to
Ram*ey M. E ........Leslie ........ Ingham.
his' loom, where the swag was divided.
Boilers M. N ......... Cedar Spr'gi..Ksnt
We placed it in small sacks and hid it” •Bhorta P. P. ........ Ludineton....Mason.
He then named a coal-shedand a vacant Snyder & F ......... Marshall ..... Calhoun.
Staples HE........ Whitehall.... Moskegon. '
building, where it was concealed. The •Stark G. P .......... Cascade ...... Kent
officers easily fonnd the plunder, which
•Button N. E ........ Ann Arbor.... Washtenaw.
consisted of twelve gold and silver watches •Swift Orson ........ Maple GroTA.Barry.
•Town W. B ......... Genera ....... Lenawee.
and* $5 20 in bills and silver. The property
•Ulrich M. J... ...... Grand IlapldsKenL
is being returned to the owners as fast as
•VoorheeaE. B ...... Grid. ......... Clinton.
identified.
•Waltbew O. W ..... Detroit ....... Wayne.
Cook has resided hero some time, and is •Walts J ............. Walts. ........ Wayna
WateonE .......... Greenville....Montcalm.
well known. He is a native of Austin,
Webber A J. ........ Ionia.. ..... Koala.
Tex. Cliffordis a railroad man, and came •Weiss H. A.... ..... Elm Hall ..... Gr Mot.
here three weeks, ago from Chicago. His •Wiggins W. H ......Adrian. ....... Lenawee.
home is at Nashville, Tenn. Parker is a •Wlluame E. B. ..... Ionia. ......... Ionia.
0.
....... Port Enron. . .Bt Clair.
boy 16 years old. His parents are es- •Wellman
•Wilson W. B ....... Muskegon....Muskegon.
teemed residents of Little Rock. Frank Wood E. K .......... Stanton. ...... Montcalm,
Kline, who effected bis escape, is a car- Woodruff A N ...... Wetsrrliet... Berrien.
riage-trimmer, and belongs at Loganapert, •Wright H. M. ....... Bay City ..... Bay.
Ind. At the preliminaryexaminationthe
Health In Wehlgaa.
prisoners were remanded to jail and bail
Reports to the Btatt Board of Health, Laartmt
fixed at $10,000 each. The penalty for the
by oboerrers In different part# of tho State show
crime in the State is seventy-sevenyean'
the diseaseswhich caused moat alckneee In
imprisonment
Michigan daring the week ending Dec. «, 1M,
Six Persona Cremated.
as follows Number of observers heard from, 41:
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[Pottsville,(Pa.) telegram.]
Fire broke out last night in the house ocDlseaeee In Order of Greatest
Area of Prmleooa
:

wr

thus described : The hill is abont sev- acting necessary business. But these
en hundred feet high, and half way up steam roads annihilatespace and econ- bankruptcy act known as the Lowell
there is a layer of gypsum, whioh is as omize time. The period is not distant bill is, however, attracting considerable atwhite ss snow and may be cut into any when Brooklyn and the entire region tention.The friends of the bill, without
bard

J

.

MohnL.

62.

bnt without toe black cap.
The Secretary of State for the Home
Department advises the Queen to respite

cupied by Frank Barlow in Park Place, a
small mining village sixteen miles from toil
city. All efforts to arouse the sleeping
family from their slumbers were in vain.
Several miners, who ran from their work at
th colliery, brokee open toe door, bnt
driven bock by the neat of the now n
John W. Thompson,George W. Cochran, Curtis fire. All hopes of reaohingtoe
J. Hlllyer, Henry H. Dodge, Frank Htube, H.
ing apartments of the Barlow family
Grafton Dulaney, Samuel E. Wheatley,James
P. Willett, James O. WhelUng,LL.D., Fred- were then cut off. While Bartow's house
erick B. McGuire, StUson Hutchins,George W. was burning the spectators were obliged to
Adams, Lawrence Gardner,Maj. G. P. Lydecker, stand there and witness a most heartrendU. 8. A, Gen. John G. Parke, U.
U. 8. A, Henry
ing sight In the vain attempt of Frank
Wise Garnet F. L. Moore. CharlesM. Matthews,
Barlow to save his two children the father
John 81ms, Dr. R. 8. L. Walsh.
in his night clothesappeared at the secondBankruptcy Measures.
story window. He raised the sash and threw
one at them— a boy 9 years of age — to the
[Washington dispatch.]
The Judiciary Committee expects to have ground below. He attempted to then save the
others,bnt was overoome by the heat and
a day fixed for the consideration of toe
smoke. The heroic father swayed to and
Lowell bankruptcybill Hr. Collins, who fro for a moment and then, with the child
has the measure in charge, ia very much still held in one arm and clingingto the winmore confident that the measure will pass dow sash with the other, he sank down into
than he has been. The strongeet oppoflition a seething mass of flames. The horrorcomes from Kentnckv. The objections stricken
;en spectators watched toe doomed
which have been made from some of the man grasping the window sill until his arm
>d off at the wrist
wi
and bis body disapSouthern and Western cities are not as burned
formidable as they were last year, bnt the peared from sight. When the building fell
opposition which has been renewed it was the fiery sepulcher of six unfortunate
in Chicago to the particular form of vietims.

—

-London paper publishes a curious tile. He will descend abont twenty-six
feet to reach the cars. Bat the expericase of bigotry in. real estate. A Mr.
ence
of New York is in favor of the eleDaniel, of Stordleigh Court, Tiverton,
A

[Cable dispatchfrom London.]

Oapt Dudley and Mate Stephens, of the
wrecked yacht Mignonette, who were fonnd
guilty of murder in killing the boy Parker
for food to keep themselves alive, have been
sentenced to death. It is believed .they
will certainly be pardoned. The scene
during the pronouncing of sentence was
most impressive.The room was orowded.
Lord Cnief Justice Coleridge read (he
judgment of court, citing authorities at
length.
length The court declared that the taking
of noman life could only be justifiedon
the plea of self-defense.The commission
of murder for the sake of preserving one’s
own life was unjustifiable. Of coarse
it was a duty to preserve one’s own life,
but the duty often required one not to save
but to sacrificehis own life. The court
mufet apply the law and declare that the
pasoners were guilty of willful murder, for
which there was no justification.If this
judgment was too severe the ooort must
leave toe prisoners to the clemency of the
crown. The prisoners
prisoners were asked what
is prothey had to say before sentence was
nounced. Both Capt Dudley anid Mate
Stephens plei
fieadedformercy, in view of
their terrible
ble situation when the dhed was
done.' Lord Coleridge said it was the jury’s
privilege to recommend prisoners to meroy,
and then he sentenced them to be hanged,

doe,-not regard the postof

Secretary of State aa ono that »ould l>e

tract marriage or adopt children.

gested the notion of a memorial build- dispatch: Fifty years ago the

'

2.
8.

ington Hews.

fictionseems a little out

nal of

*T. 1). Hawley... Detroit.,..... Wayne.
•Jaa. Hueaton.. . .NorthvlUo.. . .Wayne.
Reuben Kempt.. Ann Arbor....Waahtonaw.
5. #ChrlBt. Hcrtilcr.Krle.......... Monroe.
fl. M. Carpenter. ... Woodstock...
Lenawefc
7. *M. Shoemaker..Jackson ..... Jackson.
8. Chaa. Austin.....Battle Creek. Calhoun.
0. G. A Hmtth ...... Bomeraet..... Hillsdale.
10. S. F. Brown. ..... Bobooloratt ..Kalamasoo.
11. *H. C. Bherwood-Watervllet...
Berrien.
13. C. J. Monroe ..... Pouth Haven. Van Buren.
13. John Carveth....Mld(llevllle...
Barry.
14. O. G. Pennell... De Witt ..... .Clinton.
is. 8. W. Smith. ..... Pontiac. ...... Oakland.
16. M. Man wa> Ins* ..Lapeer ........Lapeer.
17. *W. M. Clime.... Port Huron.. 8t. Clair,
la *C. Heistennan..Bad Axe ......Huron.
19. H. C.Bpencer.... Flint.
30. *H. H.
I. Pnlver.
Pnlver. . .Lalngahnrg. .Shiawassee
31. J. W. Belknap ..GreenrllK... Montcalm.

'

4.

a creation of
land said as much. It is also
of the ordinaestablished. It is to be hereditaryin believed that the President-elept had
ry. Tiiey have come pretty near it at
the line of male descendants; the rights
Wick s worth, England, however, where
of peeresses are defined, as well as
ly embarrassed
is only>
emtamssed at present
p^Bent to find jnst
a Bede memorial hall is to be built.
those of the relative peers, and it is
the man for that place, and if he is sucGeorge Eliot’s preaching woman in
stipulated that the latter shall obtain cessful in this direction Mr. Bayard will
Adam Rede is Dinah Morris, the origrhave the Treasury portfolio. It is said
to

Kama

poleonic View.

A New York telegram says: It is underpresent stood here that Senator Bayard had considGovenment and a large number of the erable correspondencewith Gov. Cleveland
before he visltea Albany, and that Senator
most trusted partisans of the Mikado
Bayard was invited to take a seat in the
have been admitted to a lower rank of Cabinet before he went there, so that he
nobility. The imperial decree found- could truly say that no tender of a Cabinet
position was mado daring toe Albany intering the Japanese peerage is accompanview last Sunday. It is also said upon high
ied by a circular, signed by the minister Democratic authority that Senator Bayard
of the Mikado’s household, stating personally prefers the Treasury portfolio,
upon what basis the new aristocracyis and in his interviewwith Gov. Cleve-

ment,

The Lansing RepubUcon':

lowing lint of members of
Legislature,with their _
so far as can be ascertained. The names of
the Fusionists or Democrats are repreEngland.
sented by a •
TATI BKNATOKS.
Arkansas Train-Bobber’s Confession Dlat
P. O. Address. County.
1. *Michal Grenier. Connor’s Crk.WsTna
•—Two Great Women in a Na-

The Mignonette Cannibals Sentenced to Death in

of Portfolios.

World’s

New Orleans will be

—

Senators Bayard aid Garland and Mr.

dark.

Exposition at

A novel experimentof carrying
railroad through a forest baa been
tried in Sonoma County, California.
The trees have been sawed off and
levelled and the ties are fastened on
the stamps, two of which are huge red-

floor to ceiling, the

transparent,and the rooms are not at
all

nOTjLJND CITY. MICHIGAN.

if so

The AttorneyGeneralship.

1

Rheumatism ..............

3
8

Bronchitis....
Neuralgia ....... . .........
Intermittent fever .......
Tonsllltls ................
Consumption of lanfs..
Influenza................
Remittentfever ..........
Diarrhea....

4
6
4
7
9
9
10
11
12
13
14
16
16
17
18
19

M
11

n
18

Pneumonia.

100

•

000

00000

Tycho- malarial fever
Krysinelae _________
Inflammationof kidney. .
Diphtheria ...............
Inflammationof bowels.
Hoarlet fever .............
Typhoid fever (enteric)..
Cholera morbus. .........
Whooping cough ........
Cerebro spinal meningitis
Membraneous croup. ...
Inflammation of brain.
,

Measles.
Dysentery
Puerperal

36iCbolera Infantum.

.

For the week ending Deo. 6, the reporta Indicate that pneumonia. Intermittent fever, rheumatixm, bronchitis, and influenza Increased, and
that tonstRtls, neuralgia, and whooping-cough
declassed In area of prevalence.
For the monthi of November,
November,1M4, compared
with the avenge of correspondingmonths for
the six year*, W79-1W4, the tern pen tun waa
slightly lower, the absolute humidity and the
day and the night ozone were less, and the relative humidity was more.

(Washington apodal]
A meeting of the Missouri delegation to
Congress was held to take action in the direction of urging Broadhead for Attorney
Including reportsby regular
b may be wi
General under Cleveland, bnt it was pracothers, diphtheria was reported
as a matter of practical legislation the only tically a failure. Senator Cockrell opposed
the week ending Dec. f, and idnce, at
bill whioh can possibly be enacted by this toe movement, saying he had joint
lieu with namely: Amsdcn, Byron Center."
Congress is toe modified Lowell bill, whioh the other Democratic Senators in recom- Detroit. Hanover, Inuham
has passed the Senate. To amend the bill mending Senator Garland for Attorney zoo. Meredith, Owosso. Orange.
Pontiac,
Texas, Vassar. Venice, and
'Iso, Texi
in the House, they say, would secure its dp(Mhhtoppiand, therefore,he could not inscarlet
let fever
fever at 14 places- 1
feat Ail special orders hereaftermade dorse Broadhead or any other man for that Detroit.
olt. East Baglnaw,
must be subject to the condition that their place. The delegation oonld not be brought
execution shall not interfere with revenue to any harmonious action, and it was finally
Westphalia:meades at Detroit. <
or appropriation bills or prior special or- decided to defer action npon the matter for
ders.
•M SmIl * HKNUI hL VaKJUU
even] weeks.
'
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i

s
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liver out of order, frrquontlyvomited

ROGERS, Editor.

mucous, skin

greenish

humors on

stomach would not retain

face,

Saiurday, December 20, 1884. food. Burdock Blood

We

cordially recommend the new firm to my
old friends' and patrons, and hope that
they will continue to bring their nusiuess
to the “Old Book Store.” H.A). POS V,

Exchange St.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

are reminded by Charles Dudley

Warner that while Thanksgiving has

its

School Books and school supplies a
specialty,Anything not

in

Holland, Mich., Dec.

upon the Rock of Ages. It

is less

ed States gladly gave a

day to bdme

joyments and the expressionof

k

Lead,

-

ious criminal, Dan

felicity

We will buy all the Stave nnd Heading
Bolts you can make and deliver the year
round, viz:
Oak Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
White Ash Stave Bolts. 30 inches long.
Elm Stave Bolts, 88 inches long.
Black Ash Stave Bolls, 83 inches
\
Black Ash Rending Bolts 88 inches long •
Basswood Heading Bolts, 88 inches long.
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.
For making contractsor further information apply lo Fixter’s Stave Factory.

Ready-Made

Clothing,

:*

Krembrs & Banos.
The Five and Ten cent

long,

GENTS' FURNISHING GOODS

Van Wagoner. He

has a wealthy father and relatives in Uhi-

and gratitude In obedience to a custom

and dealer iu

Varnishes, Paint* and White-

Oils,

wash Brushes, call at

Gov. BeOole has pardoned that notor-

en-

45-

Tailor.

White

If you wish a bargain in Paints,

YATES & KANE.
—

than a month since the people o! the Suit-

1834.

9,

Merchant

Farmers and

stock will be

foundation on Plymouth Rock, Christmas supplied In from 6 to 24 hours.
rests

BOS MAN.

W.

J.

ness at the old stand, I cheerfully and

Bitters cured me.

Mrs. Adelaide O’Brien, 375

KERRY CHRISTMAS.

Having sold my Book, Stationeryand
News business ami stock to Messrs. Yates
& Kune, who will continuethe same busi-

dr

yellow, small

store has just

NECKWEAH, HATS AND CAPS, ETC.

a

fine assortment of holiday
goods, consisting of Toys, Albums, Glass
all in pieces with a pruning knife, leaving
ware and Christmas Goods iu general.
gladder day has come, whose observance
A large aud very fine line of
cago. In 1870 he decoyed a Mr. Hewitt Into Come and see us and get our prices,at tbe
is attended to by no one people and no
him for dead, although he afterwardre- Howard building on River street. 45-2t
one clime alone. Christmas is the world’s
covered. In May, 1877, he was sentenced
day and to keep it well Involves the exerhave Just been received and all who desire a good
to the Ionia House of Correction for a
CUSTOM MADE suit of Clothes will do well to
cise of world-wide charity and unselfish
^durdisiements.
term of 45 years. His relatives made desservice. However much or little one’s
perate efforts,by corruption, to compass
thoughts tend backward to the ration
P. W, KANE.
0. E. YATES, M. D.
his escape, and a couple of years after
cTdrs of the day they should dwell at
sentence he did get away, but was recaplength upon its lessons — lessons of courOur large Stock of READY-MADE CLOTHING
tured. Id tbe spring of 1883 be again
will bo sold at bottom prices.
tesy, of kindness, of generosity, of benevmade his escape from the prison, this
olence, of love. It is a day when men
Examine our Goods before purchastime by reaching tbe roof and scaling the
should please themselvesby giving someing elsewhere.
walls. He was recaptured in this city two
thing or saying something that will please
Successors to H. 3). Pest,
J. W. P.08MAN,
weeks afterward.
their friends and make the friendships
Holland, Mich., April 23, 1884. 12-ly
peculiar to the land.

Now

a lonely spot near

a greater and

Kalamazoo and cut him received

STJITIILTGS

If.

fc:''

VER SCHURE,

ED.
or to G.

Van Putten &

Supt.

Sons’ store.

$cur

SEARS,

L. C.

GIVE ME A CALL.

dealer In

YATES & KANE,

sweeter; when they should bless themselves by blessing their fellows
littls

and need

much. The

Bucklen’i Arnica Salve.

who have

Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Halt

glad greetings and the sending of tokens

ance. Simple courtesy suggests it

way. But

points out the

%

gifts on those

be

am

they have one,

U

25 cents per box.

SCHOOL BOOKS A

is

due

to those

who have

dfter first day’s

use. Marvelous

custom of the Spaniards, who, when they

Phila.,

Pa,

HBLIDAYJOODS

man’s life consistelh not

;'.o

articles for the

GIFTS.

Smoke the

by

and

“Little Partbenia.” The

best 5 cent cigar in the

may

Easy Chain and Rockers, Rattan

market. For

YATES

Camp Chain. Sewing

very cheap.

Come and

Reformed Church, services at tion, at the CITY BAKERY. Nicest and
and 2 p. m. Sunday School best asseriment in town, and selling
3:80. Weekly prayer meeting with the cheap.
Third Reformed Church, on Thursday,
Ladies Medical Advisor.
at 7:80 Preaching by Rev. N. M. Steffens, Subjects: Morning, “The eyes of
A Complete Medical Work for Women,
First

<R

at 12

••

r

its

weight in Gold to every lady

dis-

„„

Dr.KLINEB

GREAT

,
NerveRestorer
/jraZnjRAIN&NMlVBDlSBASKS. Only tun
curt for Nerve A f return. FUt, EHI'fisy, etc.
INFALUBLR if taken as directed. AV Fill after
firstda/ 1 use. Treatise and $i trial botde free to
Fit patients,
they paying express charges on hot when
reeeired. Send names.P. O. and express address of
afflicted to nK.KLINli.9ttArch St.PhiUdeiphia.Pa.
Sco Druggist!.
OF IMITATING FRAUDS.

by the choir. All are welcome.

Try “Mnrgareta,”Alfred Wright’s new
perfume. For Sale by

Kremers&

Third Reformed Chnrch— Rev. D.
Broek, Pastor. Services at 9:30 a. m., and

m. Sunday

Toys cheaper than ever

Morning, “The Lord coming to Hia
temple.” Afternoon, “ Remember now

at

PESSINK’S.

School at 3:15 p. m.

Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:80.

Bangs.

For

Alabastine, Whiting and Colors in
Drug Store.

oil, go to Central

Kremers & Bangs.

thy Creator in the days of thy yonth.”

Oysters
First Church, Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.—
ty at
Services at 9:80 a. m., and 1:80 p. m. Sun

Aay school at 8:15. Subjects: Morning,

in

any quantity and

also quali-

PESSINK’S.

me

not

We

-Two

Fifty

Dividends

!

George, Pastor. Services at

p.m.

10^0 a. m.,

EL WILIMIS

Sunday school at 12 m.

Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at

F.

F.

Morning, “Wanted, a man to

7

:30.

city.” Evening, “The safe Pilot.”
Life, it is said, consists of ups and

Now York,

Is acknowledged to be what the
Poll Mall Oaeftte,of London, ways it ia, "one of
the ablcet weekllea in existence.” It occupies
two Helds, reilglotiaand literary. It publishes
each week from twenty-fiveto thirty-three per
cent more rending matter than any of its contemporaries.With the exception of its column of
'•Selections,”every line In every issue Is new, originalnmtcr. writtenexpressly for It. It pays
more eacli week for literarymatter than any three
of Its contemporariesput* together. It has the
largest and best corps of contributors of any periodical In the world. It is undenominationalin religion.and unsurpassedIn literaryability.Its review of books are unexcelledIn journalism. Its
editorialsare fearless. Its departmentsof science
and blbicalresearch give valuable information, unobtainable elsewhere. Its market reports and commercial matters are eagerly Bought for by those
wanting correct Information npou those subjects.
Its departmentlor ‘ Old and Young.” is filled with
articlesin prose and poetry.

Tbe “ups”, or the

ability to skate, are

THE INDEPENDENT

Isa family newspaper of the first class, and Is recognizedas one of the great educators of the laud.
has put in his shop
Every one who wishes to be well Ipformcdupon a
a large, new engine great variety of subjectsshould subscribefor it.
and boiler, aud the During tbe past year The independent,desiring
that Its subscribers should have storiesby the verylatest
best living authors,has publirhedcontributions
machinery, frtm W. E. Norris, author nl “Matrimony,” "No
and is prepared to New Thing,"etc. ; J. 8 of Dale.author of “Guerudale,” "The Crime of Henry Vane.” etc.; Julia
furnish
Schayer. author of "Tiger Lily and Other Stories”;
drive points, iron SirSamuel W. Baker, the celebrated Egyptian ex
pipes, plorer; Mrs. J. H. Riddellauthor of ‘’The Senior
at wholesale or re- Partner/’ etc : Thomas Hardv. author of "A Pair
Of Blue Eyes,” “Two on a Tower," etc; Edward
¥' tail, at
most Everett Halo, author of "Ten Times One is Ten,”
reasonable prices; etc. ; James Payn. the celebratedEnglishnovelist; Lucy C. Lillie, K, \V. BoMnsoo. Fred D.
also agriculturalim
Storey. Henry W. Lucy, Harriett PrescuttSpofford,
all descriptions; the Esterly Rebecca Harding Davis. Sarah Orue Jewett, Frank
Binder, the
Reaper R. tjjtocktoc, 11. H. Boyesen, Ivan Tourgencffand
the Howe Reaper and the Ad- others.

/

galas wneu applied to rolling skating.

2, ’84.

going on in the stock of

at

the store of

PRINTS,

COTTONS,
AND SHIRTINGS.

Diess Goods, Table Linens,

White Goods,

Hand

-

Made

full line of all

We have the

!

and complete line of

always on hand.

I

have the agency in this city
for the celebrated

These lamps are a great im-

have a large and varied variety of

movement on all other lamps
Iioth as to quantity of oil
used and the amount of light
which they give. Call and

Hats and Winter Caps!
of the latest styles.
stock of

see them.

Fresh Groceries!

Ooorla delivered free of charge,

always on baud.

B.

G. VAN PUTTEN & SONS,
Holland, Mich., Dec. 10, 1884.

Holland, June

14,

WYNHOFF.

1883.

BOOK.BX3Xr33I3XrC5Orders for the
office of the

ALLEGAN BINDERY may

one smiles, be gets

mad and

the rink and roller skating

pronounces

a fraud, and

yet you will, ten to one, see him there the

comes along.
Both feet slide from under her, and she
•Us down. She doesn't, want to, It Is
needless to say. Just see that boy twisting hia fee*. Qb, if be ahould full! He
does, and falls flat on his nose. These
are but a few of the “dowus.” They are
all ungraceful, and great will be he who
will patent a method for making the innext session. Another one

evitable decent with grace and dignity.

m

Spring Tooth drags, the best straighttooth
harrow for finishingland made, containing 60 teeth, South B**nd steel grain drills,
8 Inches for every tooth, Dowagiac Wheel
Spring Tooth Harrows, seeders and cultivators combined, Albion Wheel Spring
Tooth seeders and harrows combined,
Studebakerfarm aud freight wagons.
Kalamazoo open and top buggies, new

Can anyone make s bettor Investment of $2 to
$3 thsrt one which will pay

52 dividends during the year?
Every intelligentfamily need* a good newspa-

per. It L

a

necessity for parent^ and children.

A

good way to make the acquaintanceof The Independent is to send 30 cems for' a trial trip of a
mouth.

Speimen Copes Free.
kind of walking cultivators, 5-tontb,
8-tooth, and 2-shovel. Detour sulky culti
No papers are sent to subscribers after the time
valors, Aultman and Russel $ Co. steam paid for has expired. The Independent's
clubbing
threshers. Engines from one-horse to list wil^he sent free to any person asking for it
one thousand-horsepower. Call and see Anyone wishing to subscribe for one or more
magazine*.In connection with Tbe Inmy new goods before purchasing else- papertor
dependent, can save taoney by ordering from our
P. H. WILMS.
club list. Address

where.

River St., Holland,Mich., Apr.
10-ly.

!

be left at the

Holland City News.

Magazine and and

all

periodicalwork a

specialty. M.t

Cures Dizziness,Loss of Appetite, Indigestion, Biliousness,DyspepCrubs, Blotches, Boils, Humors, Salt Rheum, Scrofula & Erysipelat

FOSTER, MILBURIT

St CO., Proprietors, Buffalo,New Fork.

1884:. FALL AND WINTER. 1884

—

and gives a defiant look around. If any

V

Needle Gas Lamp.

in the city.

full

full

CROCKERY

kind* of

best made and most complete line of

A

in endless variety.
A

Hoods

OVERALLS
We

,

or wooden

commonplace,but tbe
“downs” are ever ,new and diversified. pleinents of
Ruwson
Here ia one ekating alone gracefully. Twine Self
and Mower,
Suddenly a skate catches one of bis
vance Mower, the Orand de Tours threeTerm* o Subscriber*.
wheels. Both arms are thrown hack
horse sulky plow, tbe Bissel, South Bead Three months.... TO One Year ...... $ 3 00
any contortion to keep tbe balance, but plow, best in the market, tbe Jtemraing- Four months ..... $ 1 00 Two years ........ ft 00
Six mouths .......1 50 Five years ....... 10 00
all in vain, down he goes. He gets up lon iron-beam steel plow, nalamazoo
Vhls time trite and

SEARS,

B. WYNHOFF,

Dry Goods, Flannels, Wool,

the

by

Holland, Apr.

G.YAP0TTEMS0NS

pumps,

downs; but aht how much tbe saying

'any part of th
charge.

Dry Goods & Groceries,

Improved
pump

save the

Met,

free! of

L. C.

is

HOSIERY!

THE INDEPENDENT
of

•

T.

this

GIVE ME A CALL!

Winter jioods

A

°il.

T.

City

Etc

THE INDEPENDENT

MethodistEpiscopal Church— Rev.

Mil

rinsit Dried

Meat delivered to

In presents olten away.
Send us 5 cents postage,
and by mall you will gel
free a package of goods
of large value, 'that will start
st
yon In work that will
at once brin
bring you in money faster than anything
anythin;
else in America.All about the $200 00° In pres
cuts with each box. Agents wanted everywhere,
of either sex. ol all ages, for ail the time, or spare
time only, to work for us at their own homes.
Fortunes for at! workersabsolutely assured. Don’t

12-ly

guarantee that the Sherwin-Williams Prepared Paint when properly used
'•way.” Evening, “The returning Ba- will not crack, flake or chalk off, ana will
laam.” Thursday evening, “Tbe annun- cover more surface, work better, wear
ciation of the birth of Christ to the shep- ’onger and permanently look better, than has twenty-two distinct departments, edited by
any other paint, including white lead and twenty-twospecialists,which include Blblcul Reherds.”
search, Sanitary* Fine Arts, Music, Science, PehKremers & Bangs.
hies, Personalities, MinisterialRegister,Mymu
Holland Christian Ref. Church—3erNotes, School and College, Literature, Religious
The Sherwin-Williams prepared paint Intelligence,Missions,Hunday School,News of
vicee at 9:30 a. m., 2:00 and 7 p. m. The
the week. Finance, Commerce, Insurance, Stories,
In large and small cans at
services will be conducted by Rev. J. A.
Puzzles, Selections and Agriculture.Thirty-two
Kremeks & Bangs.
pages Iu all.
JDe Bruyo, pastor.
J*The oath.” Afternoon, “Cast

hit th

43-6w

BEWARE

87-3m.

wonders of the Christian experience.”
Congregational singing.Opeoinganthems

iu their season.

Skirts, Hosiery,

NUNDA

play of divine love.” Evening, “The

and 7:80

Attorney.

C. Post,

50

m. Rev. Thomas Walker .Tones,

Pastor. Morning, “The depth and

l£0p.

J.

CO.

Marviloutlutetu.
Insane Persons Kestored

the Lord and what they behold.” After- handsomely bound in cloth and illustrated.
Tells how te prevent and cure nil diseases
noon, “The church of God.”
of the sex, by a treatmeut at home.

Worth

Game

see.

STOPPED FREE

1:80 a. m.,

suffering from nny of these diseases. Over
10,000 sold already. Postpaid only
Cents. Postal Nole or 2cL Stamps. Address
PUBLISHING CO., N.

always ou hand-

Genuine Cyclone

MEIER, BROUWER

thing for a nice Christmas-treeor exhibi-

7

LARD,

de|ijN^H^lALLLTT^COjjJ|ortIan^

CARPETS, FURNITURE, ETC.

Remember that you can buy yeur CanChurch Items with the Services for dies, Tree ornaments, Nuts and everyTo-morrow.

Hope Reformed Church— Services at
:30 p. m. Sunday school

and

.

and a complete line ot

KANE.

&

POIRIS:

Machines, and Organs,

sale

To the one Joy of doing kindnesses.

10:80 a. m., and

By virtue ofan execution Issued out of and under the seal of the Circuit Court of the county of
Ottawa in the State of Michigan, attested on the
1-Mh day of November, A. D. 1884, to me directed
and delivered In favor of Marauda F. Wheeler,
plaintiff, and against the goods and chattels and
for want thereot,then of the real estate of Phebe
A. Fisher, defendant therein named. I have levied
upon and shall expose for sale at public auction to
the highest bidder, all the estate, right, title and
Interestof th.t said Phebe A. Fisher, at the front
door of the court house, in the city of Grand Haven, that being the place of holding the Circuit
Court of the county wherein said premises are
situated,on Monday, the l9th day of January. 1885.
at ten o’clock in the forenoon of said day, in and to
the following described teal estate,lying and being
In the county of Ottawa, and State of Michigan, as
follows,to-wit: Lot six (6). block forty-six *40) in !
the City of Hoi and, Ottawa county. Michigau.
Dated, Grand Haven, December 4. 1884.

$200,000

ii art

Bothwant and wish thy pleasing presence still.
Kindness,good parts, great places are the way
Diamond Dyes in ail colors at the CenTo compass this. Sind oat men’s wants and will,
tral Drug Store, only 10 cents.
And meet them there. All worldly Joys go les<

fe

goods suitable for

D

PESSINK’S.

and the exhortationot George

Be usefullwhere thou liveet, that they

I

fine lino of

Cigars, Pipes, Tobaccos, Cigar holders,

Herbert—

R-'.

and

HOLIDAY

merry Christmasto any man who heeds

the advice

BUTTON,

JOHN VAUPELL, SheriffOttawaCo.Mich.
laige

in the

good use he makes and everythingin smoking
possessions.The News will insure holidays at

10, ’84.

'

Hi Hi H1

Sheriffs Sale.

best observea a Christmas

etb, but rather in the

a

!

12-ly
A very

abundance of the things which he posses-

of his

1884.

fit

St.,

day and all other days, beside, who realiz-

K-

18.

M

Salt Meats

1

Fish, Poultry and

cures.

Dr. Kline, 931 Arch

to

Holland, Mich., Dec.

fits

Treatise and $2.00 trial bottle free to

cases. Send

give, do it with uncovered head and

es that a

SPECIALTY.

Yates & kane,

FITS; All Fits stopped free by Dr.

the poor they should follow the

humbly. He

It is

Kline’s Great Nerve Restorer.No

struggledto acquire and failed; and in
giving

or no pay required.

merit of giving is not as

should feel that a share of their surplus,
if

skin eruptions, and positive-

money refunded. Price
For sale by H. Walsh.

done as might

great as the demerit of withholding. Men
($.
);

all

Stationers and Newsdealers.

guaranteedto give perfect satisfaction,or

who really need them is not

wished. The

Corns, and

ly cures Piles,

the bestowal of

always as well and wisely

Rheum, Fever

Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,

and friends is easy of perform-

to relatives

BOOKSELLERS

The best salve iu tbe world for Cuts,

utteranceof

Fresh

THE INDEPENDENT,

l-it

P, O. Box, 2787,

New York.

Millinery and Fancy Goods.
BONNETS, HATS, CAPS.
PLUMES, TIPS, POMPONS, FANCY FEATHERS, VELVETS,
PLUSHES, SATIN, SILK. CRAPE, VEILINGS, RIBBONS,
LACES, COLLARS, CLOAKS, JERSEY JACKETS,
CLOAK AND FUR TRIMMINGS, CLOAK LOOPS.
AND BUTTONS, ZEPHYR GOODS, HAND-

MADE

HOODS, ZEPHYR, SAXOtfY
YARN, AND FAIRY FLOSS, ETC.

IJIFitr* T3AK3 A SPECIALTY.

L.&

S.

BSGHHTcI 9TRBBT.

:
llTiD
JV, H.

:(

ur'£*biuil&#t*.*.--X*i
t*

CITY

Rogers, Editor and Publisher.
Torma

of Salwrarip^ou.
$1.50 per year if paid in adviir*; $1 75 if
paid at three months, and $2.00 if
paid at six months.

*

Ratea of adveriMnjr made known on appMcRtlon.
Yeajly advertisers have the privilege of three

changca.

'

'

Bn-lnew Cards In City Directory, not over three
lines, $2 per annum.
Notices of Births,Marriages, and Deaths published without charge for subscribers.
gyAll advertising bills collectablequarterly.

A Good Word

for one of our Business

Firms.

A dispatch from

Buffalo to the Chicago

Times, dated the 15th inst., contains a

good puff for the
Kanters & Sons

w ork

and

lish the dispatch in full:

we

pub-

"The most

dis-

v •'

'

./.*

'-.i'vv,AVv''
HIM

Ui^.VJ«b4*:

gard to the Oily In, Dialling the Company
with water at this point for their engines
&c. I am in receipt of a letter dated December Oth, 1834, asking for a proposition
from the City of Holland, for furnishing
the Company with the necessary antount
of water needed for engines, and for the
cleaning of coaches at this station,and I
would suggest that you give the matter
immediate and prompt attention, to faclli
tale matters and to enable you to act intelligently and advisedly In the premises.
I have had the city surveyor take the
measurements of amount oi extra mains
that would necessarily have to be laid and
also compute the cost of the same. His
estimate I attach herewith.I am informed
that the amount of water now used at this
station is about 22,000 gallons per day,
but as the amount used is now being accuratelyrecorded, you can he furnished
n a day or two with a correct estimate on

done there by P.

of this city,

;

Ji!.v.--.i.n •• ;. '*1 >*'.•

:

.:
M—

WMIWMMU—

rj

Ho Hmswlft’i Parorit#.

^ v.-

TEST YOUR

We

BAMPOBER

TO-DAY!

will send free for one entire year
Brandi ad vsrtlswi as absolutely pom
to every lady who sends us at once the
names of ten married ladies,at same adTHE TEST l
dress, and 12 two-ct stamps for postage,
Place a ean top down on a hot stove until heated, then
our handsome, entertainingand instruc- remove the cover and smell. A chemist will not be rw
tive Journal, devoted to Fashions, Fancy 3 uirod to delect tho presenceOf ammonia.
Work, Decorating, Cooking and household matters. Regular price $1.00.

ooiwTAxrr AasacoHTXA.

N.Y.
Address DOMESTIC

JOURNAL, Nnnda,
87-8m.

§ail $oate.
Chicago and West Michigan Bailway.

p.

Taking Effect Sunday, November 16, 1884.

Holland
Chicago.

From
to

From Chicago
to Holland

Day NTt

Ni t Day
Exp. Exp. Hall

TOWNS.

Exp.

Mail.

this point.

W. H. Beach, Mayor.

p.m. p.m. a.m.
p m. p.m. a.m.
8 00 10 15 5 00
10t55 1 10 10 15 .....Holland
—Accepted and referred to the committee 11 20,.. 10 85 East Saueatnck 2 45
4 87
10 60 New Richmond 2 87
4 81
on Water Works to ascertain where water 11 82 .
will he required and make a plan and rec- 12 26 2 05 11 45 ..Gd. Junction. 205 922 8 50
I 47 9 10 8 82
2 17 12 00 .....Bangor
ommend propositions to be submitted and 122 47'
10 8 00 1 80 .BentonHarbor. 12 40 8 12 9 80
report the same to the Council.
2 20 ; 8 10 1 42 ...St.Joseph...12 80 805 2 20
8 50 1 8 55 250 ..New Buffalo.. II 80 7 10 12 45
COMMUNICATIONS FBOK CITT OFFICERS.
DOES NOT CONTAIN AMMONIA.
7 80 6 50 6 45 ....Chicago... . 8 55 4 20 10 80
Justice U. D. Poet, reported the number a.m.lp.in. p.m
a.m. p.m. p.m. lit UKALTUtTLXIU UA8 NEVER BUI QUUTSOfflB.
of cases tried before him, since his last
In n million homes for a quarter of a century It hai
GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.
ireceeding report,for violationof the penstood the consumers' reliable test,
From Holland
From Gd. Rapids
al laws of the slate and the ordinances of
Grand
to Holland.
THE TE£T_0F_THE OVEN.
the city and the receipt of the city treas- p. m p.m a. m.
a.m p.m pm.
urer for $7.50, fine moneys collected.— Ai- 10 15 8 00 t5 00 ... .Holland.... 10 10 1 15 10 50
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to 42
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cepted, filed and the treasurer ordered
,

astrous storm of several years
ing

is

now

rag-

here. It began about midnight

last

night with a heavy rain, accompanied by
a light southeast wind, near

morning the
wind changed to southwest, and at 8

o’clock was blowing at the rate of sixty

'x

hour. The damage done is
principally along the water front. The
four miles an

tracks of the

New York

running along

the west side §f
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PRICE BAKING POWDER

were largely under water, and
one point was

How

to

Lltv Clerk.

10 13
8 85 5 31 ...Hndsonville: 9 45
9 56
3 48 5 44 ... Grandvllle .. 9 32
11 00 4 07 6 00 ..Grand Rapids. 9 15 12 25 t9 85
p.m. p.m. a. m.1
a. m. p. m p. m.

to

Dr. Price’s
Its Strav

MUSKEGON BRANCH.

Keep Cider Sweet.

about one hundred leet at

Pure sweet elder that is arrested in the

out, so that all the above trains bad to be
abandoned or run around on the east side process of fermentation before it becomes
acetic acid or even alcohol, and with car
©f the city. The roofs of the No. 1 school

3
3

3
4
4
4

00
25
35
00
05
41
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10
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11
11
11

the
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ettan «mr kMw^eed
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For Light, Healthy Bread.The Beet Dry
Yeast In the World.

Holland.
p.m. p m. pro.
to

10 t5 80 ....Holland. ... 1.10
40 5*57 ...West Olive...
48 6 07 ...Johnsville....
05 6 80 ..Grand Haven. i2 25
13 6 40 ...Ferryubnrg .. 12 at
11 55
85 7 15 ...Muskegon....

SpialflaTortngExtracts,

nt'BMt

Dr. Prlos’t Lupulln Yeatt

FroinMnskegon

From Holland
Muskegon.
p.m. a. m a m.

•

Ho©

FOR SALE BY GROCERS.

3 00 9 40
2
9 17
2 27 9</7
2 05 8 50
200 8 40
1 20 t8 00
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Niagara street car burns honlc acid gas worked out, is one of the
were partly carried away. At South most delightful beverages. The Fhm, p.m. p.m. a. m.
p.m. p.m. p.m.
Field and Fireside recommends the followMichigan street is a high wall of masonALLEGAN BRANCH.
ing scientificmethod of treating cider to
ry, built to protect the shore from the
From Holland
From Allegan to
Holland.
waves. Against this wall are placed, for preserve its sweelpess. When the saccharhouse and of

W
O

Rapids.

the city to charged with th« moneys.
Niagara Falls, and used by the Michigan
Council adjourned,
GEO. H. 8IPP,
Ceutral, Lockport and City Belt Line
trains,

ft

to

M,

Allegan.

half a mile, small houses as close as they

can stand. On the rising of the

stc

rm,

the waves began breaking over this wall

ine matters by fermentation are being converted to alcohol, if

the wall was submerged, and

end of
many ef the

inhabitants of the houses had

to

be

rescued

in boats. Perhaps fifty houses along the
wall are either crushed or badly shuttered.

The

sea wall

is

either gone or so sbacered

p.m.

in-

serted air tight into the bung, with the

and shattering these frail structures.The other end into a
water rose so high that the south

a bent tube he

pail of water, to allow the

carbonic acid gas evolved to pass off with-

a. m.l
10 io;.... Holland .....
8 00
3 20
10 25|..'..Fillmore....
in 84 .. .Hamilton
3 85
10 44:.... Dunning ...
8 47
4 15 ..... 11 05 ..... Allegan. ...
p.m.i ..... a. m.l

ture. They

are

mostly laborers,who

fish

end

in

p.m. a.

10

S2.fe

50 » t -•
42
80
08 . ...

M

m.! .....

.

well-to-do,all are peaceable citizens.
The shore south of the sea wall is pro-

bottle or store away.— Seientifie American.

pail

After the water ceases to bubble,

Michigan and Ohio Bailroai.
Taking effect August
00133 WIST.

Central

10,

TOWNS

a m. a. m. p. m.

a.
L Toledo A It
. Dundee.. 10
..Britton .. 9
.Rldgewav. 9

5 20
8 00
8 52
9 0-2
9 80
9 57
10 26
11 15
11 52
12 07
12 80
12 50
1 38
2 42
3 in
8 52
4 40
4 57
5 10
6 80
6 50
7 Ol
7 25
p.

Have

5
6
6
6
6
6
7
7
7
7
8
8
8
9
9
9

10
05
27
31
41
57
10
34
50
57
O'
18
40
09
22
40
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Chicago, III*

1884.

Pass. Pass.l Mix.

STEKETEE

C.

m. p. m.| p. m.

10
10
46
42
.Tecumsen. 9 32
...Tipton... 9 17
Cambridge. 9 05
..Addison.. 8 43
.. Jerome.. 8 26
..Moscow.. 8 20
..Hanover.. 8 09
7 59
..Pnlaski.
...Homer .. 7 87
7 11
..Marshall
...Cereecn.. 6 59
.BattleCr’k 6 40
..Augusta..
..Yorkvllle.
..Richland
.Montleth..
...Fisk...
..Kellogg..
A Allegan L
.

5 10

4

15

3
3
8
8

52
47
37
22

808
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1

6 50
4 50
4 09
4 00
3 87
3 00
2 80
1 46
1 10
IS 65
12 80
11 55

4 BOS

have ja«t received & lull line of

FALL

1

WINTER GOODS
ench as

45
28
21
10
59
38 11 00
12 9 86
9 20
0.)
42 8 32
22 7 54
15 7 88
09 7 25
30 6 00
27 5 40
5 35
21
10 5 15

CALICOES.

GINGHAMS.
DELAINES.

Common

CASHMERES,

.

WOOLEN GOODS*

m

FLANNELS.
HOODS.
HOSIERY.

COMFORTERS

German Wool

d

6?

12
Council met in regular not, as thousandsof cases already perman- 286
12
2 56
session and was called to order by the ently cured and who are daily recommend- 3 04
12
’2
3 10
Mayor.
ing Electric Bitters,will prove. Blight’s 3 45
11
Members present; Mayer Beach, Ajdi r11
3 58
meo Ter Vree, Rose, Beukema, Workman Disease, Dial ets, Weak Back, or any ur- J 59
11
11
Boyd and the Clerk.
inary complaint quickly cured. They 4 10
a. m. n. m.
m
Minutes of the last meeting were read purify the blood, regulate the bowels, and p. m.
and approved.
Train Connections.
act directly on the diseased parts. Every
FITITIONSand accounts.
At Toledo, with nl; railroad*diverging. At DnnWhite and Gray Woolen Slanbte,
bottle puarunteed. For sale at 50c. a but- dee, with T A. A. A O. T. At Britton,with WabMrs. M. Markel petitioned to have her
aeh. St Louie & Puclflc. At Tecnmaeh, with Lake
taxe* rymUted on e. 61 feet of u. 22 feet tle by H. Walsh.
Shore 4 Mich. Soul l.ern At Jerome, with L. 8.
& M. 8. At Hanover, with L. 8. & M. 8. *At
of lot 10, block 30.— Referred to the Com
"Yes, Job suffered some,” said a Min- Homer with L. H. & M. 8.(Lnn*lng Division) and
mittee on Poor.
Air Line Division of the Mich. Central. At MarOur stocklof Ladles’ Gents' and Children’s
The following bills were presented for nesota larmer, "but he never knew what sha!, with M. O. R. R. At Battle Creek, with Chicago & Grand Trunk and M. O. R. R. At Monpayment:
it was to have bis team run away and kill
KT 3D
A.
tieth with G. R. & j. At Allegan, with Chicago &
Bool & Kramer, paid poor order $8.00
West Mich, and L. 8. 4 M. 8
his
wife
right
in
the
busy
season,
when
Boot & Kramer, matches for Noble $1.75
cannot he beat in this city.
Trains all dally except Sunday.
Van Oort
Beeuwkes,1 wheel harrow hired gals want $3 a week.”
B. McHUGH.
GeneralPassengerAgent.
$1.65; Joseph Fixter, 8 loads wood for
We have In stock constantly
France has a population of 182 persons
waterworks,2.88; E. E. Annls, painting
and knlsominingNo. 1 Eng. House 7.50 to a square mile. Great Brltaiu and isP.&E. Winter, blncksmithingand ma
lands 268. The United Slates about 13 to
and a soperior stock of Canned Goods.
ferial 11.60; J. Kegler. days Inbor on
WE HAVE THE FINEST LINE OF
water works canal 2.50; Al. Beukema 2% the square mile. What uu immense
days labor on water works canal 2.50; amount of DeLand's Soda and Suleratus it
Examine onr prices and goods before purchasing
elsewhere.
Woodruff & Hall, building sidewalks will lake to meet the demand when the
18.00; Geo. H. Sipp, express charges uid
country fills up, as consumers preier him
recording deed 2.49; Peninsula Gas
FARMERS’ PRODUCE
IN
Light Co., repairing street lump burners est, reliablegoods.
EXCHANGE.
2.25; Van Dyk & Bird, lumber as per
C. STEKETEE 4 BOS.
Disappointment in matters of pleasure
contract 83.19; John de Vries, 72 yds
Holland.Oct. 41,
86-lr
gravel at 15 c. 10.80; Salary 21 members is bard to be borne, iu matters affecting
of Star Hook & Ladder Co. 54.50; C.
health it becomes cruel. Dr. Bull’s Cough
Verschure, treasurer and ex-officiocity
collector special street assessment tux Syrup never disappoints those who m>e it

The

A^

O
4 £
© ©

or

MOa

00133 IA8T.

Time

Pass.- Mix’d Pass.

10 10
used Dr. Thomas’ Edlectrlc Oil 11 02
riers. These have withstood the 8t!»rm
11 24
for croup and colds, and declare it a posi
11 29
but the waier dashed across the railroad
live cure. Contributedby Win. Kay, 570 11 89
11 55
track on the high bank near the store -nd
Plymouth Ave., Buffalo, N. Y.
12 08
ran into the Blackwellcanal beyond.”
12 30
12 48
An Answer Wanted.
12 .*5
LomouL.]
1 06
Can any one bring us a case of Kiduey 1 17
Common Council.
or Liver Complaint that Electric Bitters 1 88
2 05
Holland, Mich., December, 10, 1834.
will not speedily cure? We say they can 2 17

Sons’ brush bar-

I"*

YUSItDE

the pall. Then turn the plug so

the

&

m.

10
9
9
9
9

* Mixed trains.
+ Runs daily; all other trains dally except Sunday.
All trains run by Detroit time.
beverage will be obtained that is fit nectar
hop vaait In the world. Broad
Mixed trains leave Eiolland,going north, at 7:50
for the gods.
a. m., arriving at Grand Rapids at 10:15 a. m. ; and
raised by this vaait U light, white and whole.
at 10:05 p, m.. arriving at Muskegon at 12:10 a. m.
A bandy way is to fill your cask nearly also mixed trains leave Holland,going eoath at some like our grandmother*!deUclou>_broad,
up to the wooden faucet when the cask is 5:50 a. m. and 8:55 a. m..
J. H. PALMER, Gen. Pass. Agt.
rolled so the bung is down. Get a comC. F. HATCH, Station Agent.

during the winter, and, though none are the cider can have communicationwith

tected by R. Kanters-

a.

out admitting any air into the barrel,a

much value in the
future. This insures the driving out of mon rubber tube and slip it over the end
all the sea wall dwellers in the near fu- of the plug in tlie faucet, with the other
that it will not be of

p.m.
5 10
4 55
4 45
4 85
4 15

E R

T

'

W

Yarn.

E

&

$cu! SMmtteriUfttts!.FRESH

GROCERIES

Christmas Cards,

A

TAKEN

Juvenile

& Toy

Photograph

E

288.57; R.
WerKman, lumber as per
contract 425 20. E. Van der Veen, hardware, 11.37; E. Van der Veen, glass and
repairingstreet lumps, 6.88; Telephone
Co., 25c; Holmes
Walker, laying sue
(Ion pipe and piling, 244.00; H. 1). Post,
to paid binding books and replacingmating numbers to fill sets, 88 89; B »one A
’ De Vriei, for raising Grand Haven bridge.
25.00; R. Kanters & Sons, hardware, per,
marshal, street commissioner and for
water works, 86:79; R. Kanters & Sons,
lobterns, hardware, oil, etc., fur tire de
parttncnl purposes, 12.62;— Bill of Holmes
& Walker referred to the commiitee on
water works; bill of H. D. Post’s referred
to the committee on library; bill of Bonne
De Vries, for raising Grand Haven
bridge allowed at 20 00, according to resolution of the Council June 8d, 1884; Thu*
part of he hills of R. Kan.ers & Sou-*, relating to lanterns be referredto the t onimiitee on fire department. The remainder ol
bills allowed and warrants ordered issued
on the ciiy treasurerfor the several

lor obstinate

/

^

1884.

Aims,

WYKHUYSEN

Autograph Albums,

coughs, colds, irritationof

throat and lungs, etc.

-dealer in-

Scrap Boohs,

&

W

Boohs,

Christmas Boohs,

Holiday Goods at Cost!
1 have a flue assortment of Albums and
Velvet irautesfor Cabinet pictures, which
I will sell during the Holidays lor Cost.
Now la the time to buy cheap. Come
early and gel the first selection.

A. M.

Cold Pens,

Ladies' and Gents' Lockets,

Toilet Articles.'J

BURGESS,

Holland, Mich., Dec. 17, ’84.

Solid Gold and Plated Chains.

Perfumey, Dressing Cases and
Hand Mrirrors ever opened in

40-2t

CJ1

Silverware, Platedware,
Jewelry and Clocks.

Uoliand,

&

The Fountain of Youth.
Dyspepsia is the prevailingmalady of
Sc
I also keep on hand a full line of
civilizedlife, A weak dyspeptic stomach
,for working people. Send 10 cents
acta very slowly or not at all on many kihda
postage ard we will mail you /res, a
of food. Gases are extriraied, adds are UCI
royal, valuable sample box of goods
lormed and become a si.uice o» pam and _ _ ___ that will pni you in the way of makdisease, until discharged. To be dVpep- ing more money tn a few dsva than you ever
tkoiinht i*o* hie at any business.Capital not relic i« to be miserable, helpless, depressed,
My stock of
quired. Yon can live at home and work in spare
con'used in mind, forgetful, irresolute, tiu eoniy, or nil the time Allot both sexoa,pf
amounts,
drowsy, weak, languid ami usele-a Ii de- ail ages, grandly auccessfnl. 60 cents to |8 easily
REPORTS OP ITANDINO COMMITTEES.
earned every even'.ng. Thai all who want work
The committee on poor reported pre- strays the Teeih, Complexion, Strength, may test the business, vro make tbii unparalleled
Is unsurpassedIn this city.
Pence
oi
Mind,
and
Bodily
eu-e
It pro offer: To all who are not well satisfied we will
senting the semi-monthly report ot the
director of the poor and said committee, duces Headache, Pain In Sh> u ders, send $1 to pay for the trouble'ofwriting pa. Full
panic ilars, d reetions,etc., sent free. Immense
Particular attentionis called to the fact
recommending $34 50, for the support of Coughs, TTghtuewt of Chest, Dizziness, p*v uhsoinicly sure forall who start at once. Don
that all my goods are flrsl class and are
Sour
Erupii'ins
of
Stomach
Bid
Tasie
delay. Address, .Sun son 4 Co.. Portland, Msine.
the poor for the three weeks ending Jnti.
sold at low prices.
4S-ly.
7th, 1882 —Adopted and warrants oidered in Mouth, Biii u.-< Attacks, Palpitation of
Heart,
Inflnaiatjon
of
Lungs.
Pain
in
the
issued on the city treasurer for the several
region oi 'he Kulnevs, nod » hundred
amount!.
Com© in and aoe my Stock. .Watches
other pain' ul syii.pLms. Dv^pep-in inMAYOR'S MESSAGE
variaMv yi< ld> io the vegnat.le remedies
and Clocks repaired on
Holland, Mich., Dec. 16. ’94
in GOLDEN SEAL III I TERS, the gieat
short notice.
Common Council of the purifier of the l)ln<<d and restorer " bealifi.
eompfainu it ha-* fHi.<qmtl.and
........ I In
in.
NINTH STREET, OPPOSITE FIRST CdCKCB.
one hidile
bint wi 1 prove A t»eiier gu<inutee qf^
H. WYKI1UY8JS.>.
tlfnn m bngthv mlverii-ement
Its merii
464t
UoLtaan).
Mich.,
Oct.
S4.
1862.
Sold
by
H.
YValali.
int Of thft YJ A W. M. Railroad Co. io re- Bold
1
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YOUNG MOTHER'S SOLILOQUY.

truth.

Out in the world,
They tell mo 'ilagay;
Pleisuiesuntold
I ein losing, they say;
Yon are my world,
' Boyofjraine:
Yon are my world.
And I am thine.
cornea
At eventide,
He brinirs his chair
Close by mr aide,

the truths of human life, and record in
truth’s own essence the beatings of na-

What do we

care that
he world moves on,

to be read till
time shall be no more?
“When Milton, the blind prophet of
the federationof humanity, sang such
strains as awoke the conscience of great
England, what but clarified, eternal,
omnipotent truth did he utter, afreet
though were his measnrea with the
fragrance of the softest Italian airs?
“And, when David sang in the courts
of Jehovah-Jireh,or when Miriam went
forth with timbrel in hand to shont
over Egypt’s dark sea the freedom of
her people, did either of them sing
anything but living, breathing,glowing,
heavenly truth?
“When the morning stars sang together for joy, ’twas the first song oi
time, the primal poem of the universe
Thus yon see that the Almighty began
his grand Providence with choral harmony, which has continued to this hour,
in the rolling seasons,in the requiem
of heaving sea and breaking surf, in the
carols of birds, and in the murmurs of
rippling streams.
“The gentleman should have risen as

ture’s rhvthmio heart,

Withnoneedtofrollob
No end

We

to

are his

fun.

world,

1

farthest ends of earth and rang down
the listening and enraptnredages, did
he not crystallize hi the undying verse

book

Sml'ee at me,
And both, my boy.
We smile at thee.

*1

'•+>** '£

twin-sisters.
“When the gentle bard of Avon tuned
bis harp to strains that echoed to (he

When thy father

his

•

petrated upon my client, that it might
well draw tears from the most' callous
heart; and ahonld I, stirred by its thrilling interest,be moved to words of
fervor, I pray yon to remember that
what the distinguishedgentleman may
call poetry, may nevertheless be the
burning
.
“Truth, gentlemen, is coeval with
poetry— both are immortal, eternal;
and it grieves me that a member of the
profession, in which it is my pride to bo
enrolled and the pleasure of my life to
serve, should seek to dissever these

Fresh from the tath,
Ruddy boy of mine;
IVhst could be sweeter
Tuan flesh of thine.
One kiss forme,
Sweet, sweet,
From dimpled chin
To pink-tintedfeet.

Over

•

***;??'

rn-Mm

-

Boy of mine;
He is onr vxofld.
And we are, thine.

ROMANCE WRECKED.
Who

says romance Is dead? I heard
A snpple* throated cat invoke—
A song which all my being stirred.
And rang the welkin till it broke;
A song to a disdainfulmate,
Which on my kitchen window sate,
And did not seem to care a dang
How hard the furry songster sang!

The moon was on the smoke-house shed!
Anight-oau quaint was on my head;
A boot-lackthick was on the floor;
I thought to stop forever more
That mournful sound. Upon my toes
I from the window leaned ; my nose
• Was greeted by a
udden balm;
I sneezed— my heart, ait still, be calm!
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PITH AND POUT.

Old Times in Washington.

British Notions on Americanisms.

l-

T

Early in 1864 there was a powerful
American“Mi bow is all unstrung,* warbles a
isms would form the subject of an in- combinationat Washington among the
fair poetess. Wonder if her bean had
teresting and lengthenedarticle, and proprietorsof several largo and lucrabeen ont on a racket
might be expanded Into an essay, for tive patent rights, to obtain from Con“Smileb” are frequent The druggress,
by
special
aot,
an
extentiou
of
the people of the United States have a
marvellous faculty of inventing phras- tueir respectivemonopolies. Formost gist realizes that this is soda by day.—
es lor colloquial use. It must also be among the applicants was Gol Sam Carl FretteVs Weekly.
“A train behind time," remarked
said that they acquire the habit of em- Colt, the net profits of whose patent
ploying good old English words in a had amounted to $1,000,000, after the Jones, seeing an elderly maiden tricked
sense alien to their original meaning. deduction of $60,000, which Mr. Colt ont in full, flowing robes.
had put down for his expenses,loss of
4 Clever,” for example, haa come to be
We have yet to hear of the first wo-,
employed in the sense of “smart,” so as time, etc. Then there was the Wood- man who prepares to do a thousand
to dec rive and defraud; and “cunning" worth planing machine, whose cose was washings m a thousand quarter hours.
is often used in the worst sense, al- engineered by Senator Seward ; several —Carl Pretzel's Weekly.
though young ladies, by way of express- patents for the manufacture of India ' A barber says that when alady’e
ing admiration of some pretty object rubber, and the Morse telegraph hair begins to oome out, as after -1
or contrivance, will say : “It is real cun- patent In all these oases the commis- fever, it is much better to singe it oil
ning,” or “It is too cunning for any- sioner of patents had refused an ex- than to ont it That is all very well,
thing.” The word “elegant" is some- tension, but money was unscrupulously bnt what is to be done when a man’s
times spplied to describe the weather used to influence Congress. Adroit
hair begins to oome ont after he’s maror a dish at table, and it will be said lobbyists gave dinners and suppers, ried?
hat “it is elegant eating;”although,in and the hessians among the corresRobinson (after a long whist-bopt at
ustice to American proprieties, it must pondents reaped a rich harvest
the
olub)— “It's awfully late, Brown.
Bean Hickman, as he called himself,
>e owned that such an employment of
What
will yon sav to your wife?0
made
bis
appearance
at
Washington
tothe word is not general. But kind
Brown
(in a whisper)— “O, I shan’t say
wishes for one about to go on a journey wards the close of the Tyler adminismuch,
yon
know— 'Good morning dear !’
or to a party of pleasure are conveyed tration. He was of middle size, with
or somethingo' that sort She’ll say
long
hair
and
an
inoffensive,
cadaver)y the expression that he may have “a
the rest!”
real good time,” or “a good high time;” ons countenance. It was his boast that
Mrs. A.— Do yon know I oftexwwoq,while gushing girls sum up their sense he was born among the slashes of Hander
how yon came to marry a drumover
County,'
Virginia,
and
he
was
to
be
of enjoyment in the phrase “perfectly
mer ?" Mrs. B.— “Nothing queer about
splendid,” or, if the catalogue of eulo- seen lounging about the hotels, fashgy seems exhausted,they will affirm ionably, yet shabbilv, dressed, general- that He makes a splendid husband.”
that such a one or such an object is ly wearing soiled white kid gloves and Mrs. A.— “Bnt then, he is away irom
home so much.” Mrs. B.— “Why, that
“too good for anything.” If a listener a white cravat It was considered the

The whole question of

catch the meaning, the proba- proper thing to induce strangersto the is his chief charm.”
“Just look at that dress; my, don’t
bility is that he will interject the in- Bean, who thereupon unblushingly dequiry, “How?” or if he desires to ex- manded his initiation fee, and his im- she put on lots of agony?” remarked a
press mingled suprise and delight, he pudence sometimes secured him a gen- lady to her husband os they met a lady
will remark, “Is that so?” Perhaps he erous sum. He was always ready to on the street “I think it’s her huswill remark at the conclusionof a pilot his victims to gambling houses band who puts on the agony when he
I fell upon that lonely cat;
statement, “Now, I want to kndw,” and other questionableresorts, and for gets the bills,”he replied as he looked
Its throbbing tail I mangled flat, '
meaning thereby that he has gained a quarter of a century he lived on the askance at his wife.
With tooth and daw ferociously
That lonely cat it fell on me.
the information from what he has been blackmail thus levied npon strangers.
A young lady in St Louis recently
My frightful anguish cowed my voice,
a large party on
on I doused a young man with a pailful of
Mrs. Madison gave a
told, or he may vary the phrase by say1 did not make a bit of noise,
ing, ‘ Dew tell.” Of course it is not the evening of May 21, 1844, which j water while he was on his knees beg• They had the furry sonnster, yet
The neighborscr ed, “Take in your pet
meant that all these colloquialisms was numerously and fftshionablyat- ging her to be his bride. Never get on
And some entre ted mo with bricks,
and many others which might be quo- tended, a snpper with rare old wines your knees before a St Louis girl;
And others urged with stove-wood sticks.
All gioaied o'ro such fell mischance
did, this morning, and cone out to ted are used by all classes and in every added to the enjoyments of the occa- grab her around the waist at once. It
To him who’d violhte Romance!
see the glorious orb of day mount up localily. Some of them are restricted sion. Just after the snpper, the fol- makes her mad to lose time.
-PhiladelphiaNettt.
the horizon from out of the bosom of to places and persons, and are as prov- lowing conversation,it was reported,
And now scientistshave explained
your sublimely beautiful lake; and I incial os the dialects and terms com- took place between Mr. Pakenham, the the reason of the huge popular conBritish Minister, and Mr. Charles J.
Unpublished Speech of ask him to gaze, on the morrow, upon mon in Yorkshire or Somerset A New Ingersoll, a Washington gentleman, sumption of watermelons. A French
hat resplendentand majestic scene, Englander, a western man, or a
chemist haadistilled brandy from them ;
the
American
Secretary of tuis
and then tell me, though it bo a poem southerner can usually be detected by formerly
—
-“-i
---- - ------ — j
this accounts lor
for tne
the popular taste,
taste. uy
By
Tom Marshall
the old pianor spelling brandy
repeated by a beneficent Allfathorin certain expressions, and much innocent Legation at Mexico, who was describmg in glowing term, to Mr. Pakenham with
a £ v h88 been
lis infiniteloving-kindnessday by day fun is often got oat of these. In some
I never but once heard Kentucky’s
Beded b th() three letter, b-rh-r.
or the comfort and delight of the dwel- respects Americans may bo said to use the beauty of a lady of New
greatest natural orator ; and this ocBut br8nd i8 a bgd u anycasion so impressed itself upon my ers in this rarely beautiful city, if it be English prepositionswith special ac- who, he .aid, was one of the most aplen'
any the less a radiantly impressive curacy They speak of a house being did women he had ever seen ; so much
memory as to be indelible.
’’’
“on the street,” or of meeting a person so that she reminded him of what he
In 1862 a friend said to me one day truth.
Father, there stands a gentleman.”
“May God in his mercy, and may yon, on, instead of in tho street A letter supposed a queen might or ought to be. “How do yon know, my son?” “Bethat the renowned Tom Marshall was
at the court house, in Chicago, and was jentlemen,in your kindly commisera- in a newspaperappears “over” a cer- “She makes one think,” said he. “of cause he wears such nice, nice clothes,
shortly to make a speech in a case be- tion, forgive my learned opponent for tain signitnre. A visit is.made “to tho such a magnificent creature os Queen looks genial, and speaks so prettily to
fore the Circuit Court. I hastened to his sacrilegiousonslaught npon the sea shore," not to the sea side. The Zenobia.” “Bnt," said Mr. C. J. Inger- those who pass." “Well, my son, I
the court room, where I found that the divine gift of Heaven to a fallen world ; railway is always called the railroad, soil, “what was her Majesty, Queen think he is not a gentleman. Yon see
quietly-circulated
report of his pre- and may he long live to repent him of and the line of rails is the “track." Zenobia's color? Might it not have he has three nice-looking cigars in his
sence had accumulated a large audi- his so great wrong. It may be that, A shop is designated a “store,” and been the subject of an animated corupper left-handves^pocket Were he
ence. The case was a suit for malicious in tne mysteriousdepths of yonder different kinds of vehicles are denoted respondence between Mr. Pakenham, a gentleman he would have passed
slander, in which the leading lawyer for green bag, the profound and original by “horse cars” and “steam cars." and Mr. Calhoun?” “Yes,” rejoined them around to his friends.” "O.”
the prosecution was a Mr. Martin, now counsel for the prosecution may have Railway termini or stations are styled Mr. Pakenham, addressing himself to SommervilleJournal
resident of ‘Wisconsin,and one of the found some precedent for the assump- “depots,” the guard of a train is a “con- Mr. Ingersoll, “and yon, perhaps, would
A young man becoming engaged was
most genial and pleasant gentlemen tion that poetry is inimical to or in- ductor.” And so on to any extent— have written a report upon it.” Pres- desirous of presentinghis intended with
ently
after,
his
excellency
added,
“You
one will meet in a week’s travel. After compatible with truth ; but neither in The Non Conformist
inscribed,' bnt be___very hard npon ns in thatV report”
Wa • a— ring
- u appropriately
a a
bore
the old English custom, as well as the my collegiate curriculumnor in the
O,
no, "'said Mr Ingersoll, “you must ; ing at a loss what to have engraved on
custom which prevailedto some extent course of professional practice through
Origin of the Te Deura.
not think so." “Yes you did,” repeated ; R called upon his father for advice.
in early days in our Eastern States, a life which, as yon bog, is wearing toWhen Augustine, he who was aftersaid the old man, “put on,
Mr. Pakenham, “you bore very hard “Well,"
’
ward
its
close,
have
I
ever
before
Mr. Martiu usually bore into court with
wards bishop of Hippo, and who
‘When this you see, remember me/'"
him a green bag, in which he carried known such a position to be seriously
known ^ike by PfOtostanta and Cath^ jj cbanaier, a native of Cape The young lady was much surprised a
his briefs and such law books as he maintained in the presence of an intelolios as St Augustine, was in the Bap- r
tn Philadelnhia.and few days a ter at receiving a beautiful
had occasion to use in the trials of his ligent jury or of any other tribunal tistry ol Milan, in the year 336, and Ood, who went to Philadelphia,and
ring with this inscription : “When this
And I assure the gentleman that, if he Ambrose, bishop of Milan, was pour- was for five and twenty years the editor
cases. Of this bag more anon.
yon see, remember father.”
of
the
U7iited
Slates
Gazette,
published
As I entered the court room Mr. shall sncceed in establishing this new ing over him the purifyingwater in the
Littde Dick— “What is those animals
Martin was concludinghis speech for legal maxim, a meed of fame is in wait- name of the Father, the Son, and the here, was for six years a representaive in Congress. He was a zealous in that big window, mamma?” Mamthe prosecution. It appears that Mar- ing for him, beside which the bays tha
Holy Ghost, Ambrose in his great joy i’reemason,having been initiated in j ma— “That is a fur-store window, and
shall had just been introduced to the encircle the heads of a Bacon, a Little- over the conversion of snob a notable
the animals are seals and bears.” “Is
court as assistant counsel for the de- ton, a Coke, a Blaokstone, or a Story, sinner as was Augustine,broke forth Oolumbia Lodge at Boston. Subsethey alive?” “O, no. They were shot
quently,
after
his
removal
to
Philadelwill
wither
and
shrivel,
and
leave
him
fense, a few minutes before Martiu beinto the jubilant cry—
jhia, no held the office of Master of and stuffed, and then stood np to look
gan his speech. It was understood and his green bag alone and unap“We praise Thee, O God!"
’hoenix Lodge No. 130, Master of Col- as if they were alive.” “Who are those
that the great Kentuckian had been proachable in their supreme immoraliWhereupon Augustine replied—
umbia
Mark Lodge, High Priest of ladies in the window by them, mamma?”
upon a prolonged “lark,” and had vol- ty.”
“Wo acknowledge Thee to be the Lord."
he Grand Chapter, No. 62; Grand “They are dressed-up figures to show
And Marshall then proceeded to a
unteered in this case as a mere freak,
And so the grand hymn to the Trinity ligh Priest of R. A. C. chapter— all in the new styles in furs.” “Ain’t the
and to iurnish sport for a number o review of the points in the case as he
which we now call the Te Deum was
hat city; and of Grand Master of the : ladies alive?” “No pet.” “Was they
friends. Martin was evidently discon- had been enabled to gather them, in the
antiphonally extemporized by these Irand Lodge of Pennsylvaniafor two shot and stuffed, too?” — Philadelphia
certed by the appearance of such an course of Mr. Martin’s speech, from the
two.
years ; also the subordinate offices in ; Call.
counsel for the defense ; and one by one
antagonist, and I found him making
Such is the beautifnl traditonof the each body. He has, besides,delivered | “Look here, Moses,” said a slim
he
attacked
the
arguments
of
the
“gendeprecating appeal to the jury.
origin of the Te Duem; bnt alas! it is numerous addressesto the Masonic young man, going into a pawnbroker's
wain you, gentlemen,N he said, “against tleman of the green bag,” analyzing
based npon a very slight foundation. brethren, which were characterizedby shop, “didn t you see me on the street
being dazzled by the brilliancyof the the whole case with a keenness and
The authorities which set forth this great ability and pure and elevated yesterday?” “Veil, yunk vellar, I
celebratedorator woo is to follow me. vigor which constituteda new revelaview of the authorship have been im- sentiments.His adherence to Masonry ghould link I dit” “Did von see me
I have endeavored to present to yon tion to me in legal oratory. He seemed
peached, and the stronger opinion is continued steadfast during the anti- bow to yon?” “I vas.” “Well, why
the facts in this case; and it behooves to be thoroughlywrapped up in the
that the Te Deum antedates Ambrose Masonic period, though his prominency jn thunder didn’t you return it?” “Ko
case,
and
his
intense
earnestness
comvon to be faithfnl to your oaths, and
and Augustine. There is a Greek marked him ont as a d rect object of ghlow, mine vrent, ko shlow. A man
keep your mind upon the truth, so as municated itself to the audience, which
morning hymn in the Alexandrine MS. personal attack. He met his assailants yrhat ish in my pizziness don’t return
not to be seduced therefrom by the re carried wi th him, as did he also the
of the Bible. This morning hymn is nobly, and triumphantly vindicated and noddings without he has dor teeget;
jnry, to the end of bis wonderful
poetry that yon are about to hear.*
made np of parts of the Te Deum and sustained that institution,of which ho uud when you git me dot teeget, yonai
Marshall arose. He was then about speech.
tho Gloria Excelsis, and is still in daily was one of the brightest ornaments, count me in for returning efferytings
The closing of Mr. Martin was utler60 years of age, and the intensity with
use in the Greek Church. St. Cy- Later in life, however, he became a con- vot you gif me.” “O— ah— excuse me,
y
ineffective
to
stem
the
tide
of
symwhich he had lived mode him look
pripinn, in his treaties “On the Mor- vert to the Church of Rome, and was there’s a friend calling me,” and stickolder. He was very tall, with a massive iathy that set in in behalf of the detality,” etc., then (A. D. 352,) afflicting,
obliged, with great regret, to renounce fog the end of his empty watch-chain
frame, and an eye that no age conld ense, and the jury rendered, if my
Carthage,refers to quotationsstrikingly his
t-.*.
----»iG» “the
*«»ho mvatin
art " back into his pocket, the slim young
connection
with
mystic art.’
memory
serves
me
correctly,
a
verdict
dim, glaring from out of cavernous
similar to the language of the Te He was a fine-looking,gentlemanly man walked out.— Merchant Traveler.
sockets. He raised his spectacles upon or the accused withont leaving their
Deum. Blunt, in his “Annotated man, ready in conversation, and a pleasPOOTST'WOOTSIES.
his great forehead, and looked from one seats.
Prayer Book,” concludes that it rep- ant after-dinner speaker. — Ben: Parley
A baby's feet, like sea-slioflHpink
As
Marshall
was
retiring
from
the
jnrymun to another until he had sur>i iKht empt, should heaven see At,
resents the ancient Greek morning Poore. _
An angel'M lips to kiss, 1 think,
veyed the whole group. When he be- court room, I heard one of his friends
hymn of the Alexandrine mannsoript
A baby's f ei.
gan speaking his voice was so husky ask him (referring to the passage in his
Never Shies.
and that in its present form it is a comLike ros -bued sea-flowers toward tho heat
speech
about
the
sunrise
on
Lake
that he oonld hardly be heard by those
They stretch, and spread, and wink,
position of the fourth or fifth century;
“Now, this horse,” said a gentleman,
Thel. ten soft buds that part and meet,
nearest to him. He had a severe cold, lichigan) what time he rose that
while Mr. Hersh, in his “Church Dic- who was about to purchase the animal
No flower-bolis that expand and shrink
which had settled upon his lungs, and morning. “ ‘No more of that, Hal, an
Gleam halt ho heavenly sweet
tionary," gives it a Galican origin. It from an honest old fanner, “is gentle,
thou
lovest
me
^replied
the
inimitable
•erionslyimpeded his speech throughAs shme on iiie's untrodden brink—
has been variouslyassigned to Abon- I understand?”
A baby’s feet.
out; and yet before he had oonolnded Tom, grimly smiling. . “You know
dius, Nieetrus, Bishop of Triers, Hil“Gentle as a dog.”
THE GOING MAN.
I, for one, forgot that there was any devlish well I had only gotten out of
On a certainMonday morning, a
ary (if Poict eries and Hilary of Aries.
“Never
runs
away?”
>ed,
and
swallowed
my
cocktail
and
impediment to his eloquence.From
Honker in his chair
But whether its compositionbe as
“Never.”
Gazed vacantlyn- on hia safe; the
notes taken at the time I reproduce as breakfast, when I came into court.”—
signed to Ambrose and Angnstine, or
"Never sees anything in the road to
CA»bier wasn't there.
nearly os possible the substance of his C. W. Waite, in Chicago Current.
And thus, in peevish, fretful mood, with
to any of the foregoing, or whether it shy at?”
opening remarks:
Much uneasy air,
be founded on the Greek morning
“Not a thing.”
Tho bunker heard a foot-fall aSewed Pockets.
“Genilemen of the jury, I have come
hymn, or whether its origin be ante“Well, IH take him.”
Comimc np the stair.
before yon, a strangerin a strange comThere are few merchants whom one Nicene or post-Nicene, it accords exThe door was opened,and ho saw the
When the gentleman went away,
munity, to plead the cause of a poor could salute as Macbeth did Banquo’s
Cashier's wife in tears;
‘‘0 ell me where’s ray husband? Pray.
man against a conspiracyto fix a stigma ghost— “Thou hsst no speculation in actly with the Niceo-Constantinopoii- leading the horse, some one remarked;
“Ain’t that the horse you used to
Ea^e my anxious lean."
upon his character, and to ernsh him those eyes 1” and there are none who, t m creed. The same spirit is breathoi
He took he situation in, with synlorth from both, and the Te Denm is drive to town?”
with the weight of an enormous amerce- when tempted, would not find it profitP th tl look*.
as truly a hymn to the Holy Trinity as
“Same horse.”
Said she. "Ptfy. search the river!" Saidv
ment. or to incarceratehim in a pen- able to recall this anecdote :
tho creed is a dogmatic statement of
“Well, he used to shy at everything
He. "Pray, search the bo.ks!"
itentiary dnngeou. All unprepared as
A yonng merchant,who had a few
-New York LiU
the belief in that same Trinity.—Les- he saw.”
I am,, I appear, by the courtesyof this thousand dollars,tp ppare, called upon
lie’# Magazine.
“Yes.”<
In the family of Mr. Pettijohn, living
oourt to make such poor plea ns I may a college friend who was a broker in
“Well, doesn’t he do it now?”
near Prescott, Walla Walla county,
in behalf of a fellow-citizen of our com- Wall ttreet.
“Yes, shies at everything he sees, bnt Wyoming Territory, ore ten children
There can be little question that the
mon country, where speech should be
“What do you advise me to do?" he
ho don’t see anything now. . Ho’s blind
continued
close
covering
of
the
headeverywhere as free as the air we asked,
whoso average height is six and onewith hats and caps is one very constant in both eyes.”— Arkansan) Traveler, half feet and average weight is 244
breathe.
“I’ll tell. yon. Fred," replied the
“The learned gentleman who has broker, confidentially ; “there’a a tailor’s can e of baldness. Women seldom
hand penmanship i» nowUngM P-ds; tj* include, ‘-children nrt
preceded me has warned yon, my conn shop in a basoment round the oorner. lose their hair except from sudden
grown. There are seven sons and
in
a number of American schools. The
causes, and among those nations where
trymen, to beware of the poetry that
Now, yon skip down there, get your
method of instruction is to make the three daughters. One boy 17 years old
should introduce. Gentlemen of the pocket sewed up, and leave Wall street the head is habituallyleft bareror bnt
is seven feet high and weighs 266
slight covered,baldness Is practically pupil write his name in pencil and then
jury. God pity me, I am no poet!
pounds.
as fast as yon can."
unknown. The board, which is of the go over it with a pen held in the left
would to Heaven that I were! I have
hand. After doing this for some time
Mr. Vanderbiltmust look to his
The Philadelphia Clinical Record same class of hair as that of the sculp,
never made one true rhyme. So much
the writer is able to write his signature laurels,for the Chinese banker Handoes
not
fall
with
ago.
A
reform
in
the worst for mo ! 1 have never drun says that three women and one man
without? the aid of the pencil copy. Qua, of Canton, pays taxes on four
of Heliconian spring. But. gentlemen, have visited Dr. Paneoast for the pur- onr style of head-gear is very desirable,
This is kept up until a sufficientdegree hundred and fifty million dollars, and
bnt
it is not at all likely to be accom«moh is the strength of this case, and pose of having their great toes cutoff,
of proficiencyis obtained.
is the r;ohest*man in the world.
plished.
au':h is the wrerg attempted to be per- in order to make their feet smaller.
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As the coming of a great storm is heralded
by the display of cautionary signals, so is the

ORGANS

DUpenaary Medical Asaoci- approach of that dread and fatal disease,
cafe. The ex-parson was cooking oyaation, Buffalo, N. Y.
Consumption of the Lungs, usually anters, and the blonde-haired,voluptuous
nounced In advanoe by pimples, blotches,
woman who is his right bower stood
In this office,when a man falls Into the eruptions, ulcers, glandular swellings, and
behind the bar. I called her to me and waste-basket,he drop* Into poetry.— Phttodei- kindred outward manifestationsof the inter- Only American Orgaaw Awarded
told her I was an American who would phia CaU._
nal blood poison, which, if not promptly exFor Cash* Easy PapasMs er
pelled from the system, attacks the delicate
. Low Prices for Batter.
like to speak to Mr. Murray.
The New York Tribune, In its market re- tissues of the lungs, causing them to ulcerate
Murray came up smiling, and at once
and break down. Dr. Pierce's “Golden
port, explained why some butter is sold for
remarked to me and mv companions
Medical Dlioovery" Is the great remedy for
such low prices. In speskln*of butter, it
“Gentlemen, I guess nobody will eat said : “Light-coloredfoods are very hard to this, as for all diseases having their origin In
these oysters unless you do. I am glad dispose of, and several lots were thought bad blood. It improves the appetite and
pan. ret
digestion, Increases nutritionand builds up
well sold at 8 to 10 cents.” If butter makers
to see you.” He served the oysters.
treatito, World a

its

THROATOR LUNG AFFECTIONS,
Such as

tat any.

COUGHS, COLDS, GROUP, ASTHMA,
BRONCHITIS, CONSUMPTION,

Upright Pianos

That they will not foil to find relief and a
Permanent Cure by ostng, accordingto dl-

i

:

know

L

“Oh, yes; I remember speaking

the butter.

he.
And, by the way, those oysters were
scrumptious.I never ate anything like
them. They were cooked in eggs some
way. After a while I said to the famous man who cooked them
“Pardon me, Mr. Murray, but I want
to tell you how I feel at seeing you
here. I know that you once had the
power of standing before an audience
of 3,000 or 4,000 peope, and actually
making better men and women of them.
It seems to me that, when you recall
what you have been, you must feel
pretty blue. I would if I were in your
place. ^
“Oh, Pm coming out all right. Youll
hear of me again,” said he, without the
there, " said

:

_

_

Always give the devil
delphia Chronicle.

Time Is Money.
Time and money will be saved by keeping
Kidney-WortIn the house. It is an Invalu-

Keep

it

and

week.

all kindred disorders

Important

making

-

'letter.

-

17 lungs.

omcA
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A Physician’s Advice to People

Weak Longs.

_

Institute a

Change

sots very
on many kinds

flnee^of hepatic regulators and aperients, Hoetetter'sStomach Bitters.Thai will be prevent•ed the grievous,and sometimes disastrous,
'bodilydisturbance pervading the whole system, when the offending organ Is neglectedor
only half regulated. Don’t torn your stomach
and bowels topsy-turvywith calomel, bine pill,
salta and senna, and inch like trash. If yon
persist in doing so, expect to suffer the consequence— chronic ill-health. No man or woman
lever yet, with impunity, convened his gastric
organ into a drag shop. The secretion of bile Is
promoted and ooetlveness overcome by the Bitters without the pain and weakening effects of
is drenching purgative. Its nae is also fenlle of
decisive ana speedy benefit to personstroubled
. with malaria, rheumatism, kidney ailments and
i

Who Have

f
J

debility.

__
_

Thb “palmy” days
childhood^

_

EH

_
_
FOR ALCOHOLISH.

__

Waiting for a rise— the fisherman and the
stockbroker.

dock.

_

Lydia E. Pinkham’s VegetableCompound
strengthens tho stomach and kidneys and
aids digestion. Is equally good for both sexes.

the

j

b
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omen.

_
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bearing a red tin tag
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;
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-ABOUT

HOPS and MULT BITTERS.

our

Baffler Pain?

TO THE TRADE AND CONSUMER:

Girard st, Philadelphia, the chances are all In
favor of your getting relief; especially if the
pain haj its origin in nervous derangement.
In Neuralgia,sick headache, and the various
affections of which these are among the most
distressing, this new treatment acts with remarkable promptness.Write for pamphlet
giving information about this Treatment.

We guarantee HOPS AND MALT BITTERS to be Equal,
not Superior, to any other Bitters in the market. Be ture to
call for “HOPS AND MALT BITTERS.” They are the Best! W#
DemM for toe HOLIDAYS ani ALL Days
keep them.
“IDEAL AMERICAN MAGAZINES."
J. A. XING ft
Chicago, m.
T. H. HXVGHXAH k SONS, Detroit, Mich
MORRISON, PLUMMXR 00,
FAKRAHD, WILLIAMS 00,
cmm.

if

00,
ft

ft

— — --- -

—

-

--

JAMES E. DAVIS ft GO,
J0HH J. DODDS ft
HAZELTINE, PERKINS

Wanted in Evibt Citt, Town and
Village to Bame a Club fob

COMAN,

STRONG, COBB

WEST

ft

ft

00,

ft

- “
CO, CPd Rapids.
Bay City, Mich.

t

Cleveland, Ohio.

TRUAX,

00,

Toledo, Ohio.

LORD, OWEN ft
Chicago, HI.
VAN 8CHAACK, STEVENSON ft 00, “
CHICAGO DRUG ft CHEMICAL CO,
HUMIBT0N, REELING ft CO
Do not get Hops and MALT Bitten confounded with other preparation!ef
similar name. Take nothing but HOPS and MALT. None Genuine oleas
tra Premium to Club ratoer*.Send
15 cti.for tampU copy and imtrucmanufactured by the

HOY'S BOOK

nODET'S

00,

11

i

was cured, and to-day enjoy sound
health.— C. J. Corbin, W3 Chestnut st, Field I
Manager, PhiladelphiaPub. House, Pa. See

—
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membrane, it

was very pretty
to see, on the evening before and in the
membranous
lom and Gala*
and through
early morning, the boats steaming un
__
__»ative
organ*.
CBAPTXB L
corrupting tho Blood
the fiord and down from the inlaira
*1 waa taken aick a year ago
nnd producing other
With bffloua fever."
lakes. One boat passed the yacht,
troubloHome and dangerona symptoms.
rowed by ten young stalwart women,
*My doctor pronounced me cured, but I
Cream Balm i* n
smedy baaed upon a
who handled their oars like Saltash go5 tick again with terrible pains in my back
____ ..DirectdiagnoHi*of
fishwives. With a population so scat- and sides, and I got so bad I
tered, a single priest has two or more
Could not move!
.....
churches to attend to considerable disI shrunk!
tances, pastors being appointed acFrom 228 Iba to 120! I had been doctoring
cording to the numbers of the flock, for my liver, bat It did me no good. I did vjt.
and not to the area which they occupy. not expect to live more than three months.
Wayne, Da FiftOo.,Illinois,
Thus at Elversdale there was a regular I began to nse Hop Bitters. Directly my apHAS IMPORYKD FROM FRAROE
service only on alternate Sundays, and
Pcreharoa,,#wr^k,,S3;(fi•,'
petite returned, my pains left me, my enthis Sunday it was not Elversdale’s tire system seemed renewed as if by magic,
75 PER CERT OF ALL
turn. But there was a Samling— a
and after using several bottles I am not only
gathering for catechisingand prayer—
u sound u a sovereign but weigh more
at our bonder’s house, where the good
EVER IMPORTED TO AMERICA.
than I did before. To Hop Bitters I owe my
man himself, or some itinerant minisSTOCK ON DAN I>i
life.
ter, officiated Several hundreds must
• Dublin, June 6,
B. Pitzpatriol
nporlcdBrwdBarfs
have collected, the children in largest
CHAPTKKII.
proportion. The Norse people are
Irrptrted Stallions
quiet, old-fashioned Lutherans,who

MISS
A"
MO F&EMXUX LESS THAW $3, and from

^FEVER^ttl

tORSEO

xoo

aoo

Old

Neuralgia,female trouble,for yean in the

never heard of a doubt about the truth most terrible and excruciating manner.
of what their fathers believed. When
No medicine or doctor could give mere*
the meeting was over, as many of them lief or cure until I used Hop Bitten.
as were curious to see an Englishyacht
•The first bqttle
and its occupants came on board. The
Nearly cured me;*
owner welcomed the elders at the gangThe second made me aa well and strong
way, talked to them in their own when a child.
And I have been so to thia day.*
tongue, and showed them over the ship.
A
had handfuls of sugar-plums My husband wu an invalid for twenty
' for the little ones. They were plainyears with a serious
Kidney, liver, and urinary complaint
featured for the most part, with fair
hair and blue eves— men in strong
•Pronounced by Boston’s beet physihomespun broadcloth, the women in cians—
black serge, with a bright sash about
•Incurable!*
Seven bottles of your bitten cured him
the waist and a shawl over the shouldera, with bits of mo4est embroidery at and I know of the
•lives of eight persons*
the corners. They were perfectly wellIn my neighborhoodthat have been saved
behaved, rational, simple, and unself- by your bitten
And many more are using then with great
conscious,a healthy race in mind and
benefit.
body whom it was pleasant to so* I
‘-They
j
could well understand what Americans
Do miracles
-Jfra E D. Black.*t
How to On Sicx— Expose yourself day
mean when they say that, of all the
oolonists who migrate to them, the
Nora© are the beat— and many go.
Norway is is full as it can hold, and
the young swarms who in old days

enough for

eemoa
IOO COLTS
Two year* old end
younger.
lerognlringthe prtnrer welt bred animal*
be Mid to be. it their

u

^
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FARMERS' LEDBER,

any IrreeponslbUmuihroom publication gotten up to back some Illegallottery or other achem#.

COLD FACTS
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In the Winter of 1878,. while on exhibition to Cincinnati,
presenceofa large add penio-atrickenaodleno*.the o
printingof ; ‘Thi Pbodioal aoH," painted lorjLT. 8
by him to the Exhibition Co. for
trojred*byOta. ^ortauateiy’ tbe patotlag had ’been
graphed a ibort tint# before, and from thja photograi

-From adrartlaing.

600 tocheaperlasue, at the rate of W. a line per 1, W0
nf eircuiation, or $1 a llo* for lOO.iXX^
for 63 nance,$tt4l000 •ulucrtpttoiui
deducted fntn face value of tiah Premium Order*. illW.OOU-totti
$438,800.
KXPENKKb— uwumg HW.UOO. for pa-

K..

r-Wr.

ft bate c-mtracted for the excluaiye
r December18. I8S4, the filling of all
r executed. To each •ubacriberundw
otter oil. ____ the three plcturee, executed in oU ooior*. on
Tula
receipt
--- charge is to cover Met of advertising, I
o*t of delivery,
prepayment of coat
delivery etc., w* deliveringthem to I
any addreea all charge*paid.

i

of

deotal*, ItJ.UL-tetal,IJUJO^ Lm,.
log the .iii.ndidpnitit of $38l.6J0.
Three-fourth*el thU profit will be

“i

made out of th* eale of edvertielng
•<»<f adtmiMTtwifi W
$> » «»»•

(mac*.

'implybteaitM <ht paver A«» 100.000 Hr.
\t'lailon. If It bad but h t u» they
would pay but Me. a line. Therefore,
every eubecriber, '* a pro-rataearner
| of advertising profits, 1* *^rih to a paper of

Premium,
Pr -raiuni,
__ ___

—pltal

ben out of the paper a earning* the
hi»fi»*ap!?n SatemenTof fact*, and
involvee no neceaeity of rMorUng
iwaortl *to Uuae for offering
Irgil methods as an excuse
>ered --reoelpti,"
and
“numbered
---*“• allewed
« drawing*'' or “awards.", It if
“fotnredra

st

Premium,

Premium, alia?— , — , aeS1
-- - ai
—

r*

---

100,000 Cash Premiuint,aggrfgating $200,618.
In the above hat all an CASH Premium*, ef which there
W,M4 of $3 each, and rangingfrom that amount to $Ata
Cath iVmf.m/or XVXKr eubecriber, none lee* than $i.

"

•Amply propoeedto make diviakm with
..jronbei* of an eqaitableahore
of the proflte which th. dm of their
namee aa aabocriber* will secure.

by

T^lTpiia^MSdnfwn.from A.

7 ,

by'

ifoM

ttaaaoetfaiaoMof all aotoial palatera

It Cotti Nobody Anytklngto Subteribo,
Mbecriptlo*price wiu be deducted wbon theCaah
paid and aubecription
begin*-! JUr. are no bisabt.

1*

"WHAT PREMIUM

—

i

Aa the

mium

there will be

Ramembff,No
BA thrilUftXl'-S of CAMBOI lue wont
SJadlMtaTeteeuemd.

llDQriiiuui

no waiting or uncertainty.

Subscription Price Nsed b$ Sent, and

long

1

the

word ’'Oo!"

I-eeUlmnd,

i

‘

NHIlflETr^S
U

out. Immediatelyon receipt of your

Premium Engreringa seeled envelope
the amount of the Cash Prem am th

almost
r

tsz

il

Prunnura.

93.81. We

circulation
propoaeto keep the tic. aa oor»haie.
and repay to our «ubecriber*the $X
to thia prufMirtlouwe will have $81 .iw
a. prutit aiter giving back to aubecriItu.otlO

m
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-
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$290,613 in Gash Premiums!
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generallyoriginate*in
the naaal posaageH and
I maintain* ito utnmgI hold in the head. From
| thia point It aemi*
lUonom rim
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HOPS AND
MALT BITTERS
pam^oiT1. Mxoacxo-uajpflr.

a disease of the inn-

com

Chapped Hands, Face, Pimples and rough
Skin, cured by using Juniper TakSoap,made
by Caswell, Hazard k Co., Now York.

never read a newspaper, and have

LEIGHTON ft CLARKE, Omaha, Nob.
MEYER BROS, ft 00, lortWayno,Ind.
mCH, VIERUNO ft 00, Ivanivtlle, Ind.
GEORGE A. EDDY, Leavenworth, Ran.
THEO. EGERSD0RF7,
NOYES BROS, ft CUTLER, St Fad, MtaL
MKRELL ft RYAN,
“
LYMAN BURL DRUO 00, Minneapolis.
MEYER BROS. DRUO 00, Kansu Oily, Mo.
MEYER BROS, ft
8tLeaii,Mo.

00,

L. 8.

Pure Ood-Liver Oil, ipad© from selected
livers on the sea shore, by Caswell, Hazari
k Co., New York. It is absolutelypurt and

-

AWAY

WORTH, CHTOAOO.ntL

ui-m

_

_

OUR WATERBURY TIMEKEEPER.

When by using the Compound Oxygen
Treatment of Drs. Starkey k Palen, HO'J

A Sunday In Norway.
Sunday came, and

immother]
to the’

j|g|gj|

professionalmen.

adv’t

rrecom*
te med-

M
ma

SOLD BY ALL MEDICINE DEALERS.

written and carelessly prepared prescriptions.
Take this medicine for all disorders arising
from impure blood. It is indorsed by leading

I

remedy for Ooldi

(J

ofttaUme'ofday ban

and
as It is prepared with the greatestcare, as a
specific for certain diseases, it is no wonder
that it should be more effectualthan hastily

hausted

_

LUNG

being th<

and Oougtaa 1 over

*

iHOlUlC SHORTHAND

best remedies ever offered to the public,

sweet. Patients who have onoe taken it
prefer it to all others. Physicians have deHTThr Voice of the People.—No fam- cided it superior to any of tho other oils in
market
ily Dyes were ever so popular Dianiond
Dyes. They never fall. The Black is far
I was troubled with Chronic Catarrh and
sunerlor to logwood. The other colors are
gathering in my bead, was very deaf at times,
brilliant.Wells, Richardson k Oo., Burlingand discharges from my ears, and was un*
ton, Vt.
able to breathe through my nose. Before the
One way of passing the time Is to go by the second bottle of Ely’s Cream Balm was ex-

^

recoin |

naed.

And cold in the head curedby
VITA SUPPOSITORIES. The

Coughs, Hoarseness,Sore Throat,
quicklyrelieved by Brown’s Bronchial
Troches. A simple and effectual remedy,
superior to all other articles for the same
says: purpose. Sold only in boxes.

_

mend ALLEN’S
beat

|

Herald, .

write*: I can

.. It pro-

etc.,

Dr. J. 8. Hullman, Philadelphia,
Pa.,
“It is of good service in the troubles arising
from alcoholism, and gives satisfactionin
my practice.”

Somerset

BALSAM as

H*®®

*

______

°¥5I
SUM.]

CONSUMPTION.
M
OOLBOM —
th<

food.ga»cs

Addibon, Pa, April
source of pain and dlaeaae,
1883.— A. J.
until discharged.TobedraIpepOo la to be mleerable.l Eeq., Editor of

only local treriment. 86 eta.
, OO, 18 Cliff atreet. New York

evidently refer to

liorafortTsAcid Phosphate,

.

I

over by their physicians. It is one of the

Why

of

aie extricated,adds are
formed end become a

Patent Att’ra, Washington. D, C.

eases of the blood, when they had been given

In the condition of a disorderedliver with the

to

.

PATENT*

Dr. A. L. Scovllle, who has for many years
been known to tho public as the inventor of
remedies for the Lungs, recommends Allen' s
Lung Baltam as surpassingany thing that has
been offered for the cure of Throat and Lung
Diseases. This Lung Balsam is for sale at ail

latest cause given for famines in

*•

—

^

East India is the existence of an excessive number of goats. The theory
the dray stores and dealers in medicines.
|is that goats destroy the trees, and the
Caufton: Call for Allen’s Lung Balsam.
consequentdecay of forests decreases
Lost Faith In Physic tana.
Itho average rainfall. There are 14,000,There are InnumerableInscances where
000 goats in the Madras Presidency
cures have been effected by Scovlll's Sarsaalone.
_______
parilla,or Blood and Liver Syrup, for all dis-

v-

—

AX

1»

|

STAND YOUR GReUND.

which iaregardod as one of the most important improvementsever made, making the
instrument more richly musical in its tones,
as weU as more durable,and less liable to
get out of»order. —Boston Journal.

..

much

nrucinuc to Soldiers and Heirs. Send stamp

I

A cbbeal story— the rr*in report

A n«w method of fastening the strings of
upright pianos baa been invented by the
Mason k Hamlin Organ and Piano Companj,

M.rrtl.. H.tn c.r,4

SO

"OTtEMAH.

^DnpepeU U foe
gmSTidiV dvUlwdW.

_________

DP|UM
&Tfek»VKtfe"s!S:
WWA _ nWWeWB
_
— — ___
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La Fatbtt*. R. I.
a .ISM^-GentU-

Oct.

Msdlion-tt.,- • CHICAGO. _ a goon remedy,
took It, and am noi
aound and well, xoni
GOLDEN BEAL BITTER*.

245,

fhA

the following:

M1W

yggg&ssl
X naturalmustache. testJESidSi’.*'
Box
Bloomfield,N.J.

Ohmd

t

Addison, Pa, Ap

oonntrr.”
than
_ _
.
--__
PtHSIUIlO
585

haraleM to the most dalieats child
It contains no Opium in any taw!

Rend

Natuial petroleum,deprived of its color and
disagreeable odor without distillationand the
aidof adds or alkalies,is what the Oarboline is
made from. As now improved and perfected it
is a beautifulpreparation, and performs all
that is claimedfor It as a hair restorer.

When ypu

-

_

is

hie adieu.— Phila-

Is

by you.

KT.

It

The Youth's Companion

A corset is supposed to have great staying
qualities—Oil CUy Bltuard.

is

“*

NEW EVIDENCE.

a weekly treasury of the best reading, and
able remedy for all disorders of the Kidneys, is already prized as a weekly visitor in 840,
Liver aad Bowels, and fof all diseases arising 000 families. The publishers, Perry Mason k
from obstructions of those oyans. It has Oo.4 Boston, Mass., offer to send the paper
cured many obstinate oases afterhundrods free to Jan. 1st, 1885, on receipt of $1.76, the
of dollars had been paid to physicians with- subscriptionprloe, and a f uU year’s subscripout obtainingrelief. It cures Constipation, tion from that date. See advertisement last
Piles, Biliousness,

tWBsyiii'ftliit'ft*-

Fob diarrhoea, cholera morbus dysentery
and bloody-flux, colic, or cramps in stomach,
use Dr. Pierce's Compound Extractor 8mtAWood. Specific, also, for breaking up colds.

A young man sticking dose to bis girl for
an entire evening 14 a very nice kind of
oourt-plaster.—
Call

added.

J-

—

w BUM

lUEirs

MASON A HAMUN OMAN AND PIANO CO.,

.The way to succeed— pnt the seeds In your
mouth and suck them.

visit or leave New York City,
save Baggage Expreeaageand Carriage Him, and
stay at the Grand Union Hotel, opposite Grand
Central Depot: 000 elegant rooms fitted up at a
cost of one million dollars, reduced to ll and
08 any of them,” he
ihere j npwards
planj_ Elevator, |
upwards per day. European plan.
Restaurantsupplied with the best Horse cabs,
isn’t an Honest minister in the
stsge,and elevated railroad to all depots. Fami. He keeps a temperance ranch, and
lies can live better for
lor less
!«. money .Uh.
at the Gtand
_ Hfrvn.frpnl l TTnlnn
hntaHn
I
money, tViAw
they aoTr
say. — Montreal Union than at any first-classhotel in the city.

The

"fes

tho wasted system.

as you remember me, would get the top price, they should use the
Improved Butter Color, made by Wells, Richbut I once had the privilegeof paying ardson k Co.. Burlington, Vt. It gives a
you $60 for a lecture in Lewiston,” pure dandelion oolor, and never turns red or
rancid, but tends to improve and preserve
said
"I don't

beg to

No Chirgo tor

Ticket*.

reserved fbr t

i

C.

W,

Pinion.

Would Not

A VERY RADICAL CHANGE.

Drlnlc.

There is nolhinn; which the enslaved
drunkard will not do to get his liquor.
Sometimes, however, the spectacle of one

who

and

has lost all his will

who

ings, and

low the

E. J.

his fine feel-

in the stock of

goods at the One-Price Store of

-

HARRINGTON,

has degraded himself be-

HOLLAND, MICH.

of the brutes, makes other

level

men who

made

has been

are on the road to the

same

A

de-

large

and very fine stock of

gradation pause and reflect. “No, I won’t

drink with you to-day, boys,” said a
drummer to several companions, as they

down

settled

and will be sold at remarkable low figures. We also
Boots and Shoes, Rubbers and Slippers superior to any in the city.

in the smoking-car an

has just been received

t

The fact is, boys,
have quit drinklng-I have sworn off.”
He was greeted with 8houts.of laughter by
the jolly crowd around him. They put
passed the bottle. “

Ladies are invited to call and examine our stock of

the bottle under his nose and indulged in

many

POWDER

jokes at his expense, but he refused

and was rather serious about

to drink,

it.

What’s the matter with you, old boy,”

“

sang out

one.

tell

us what

me;

know.

is.” “Well, O. J. VAN DUREN.

HATS AND CAPS.

W. VAN DEK VEERE.

same. I
hard drinking man all my
since I was married, as you all
whisky; it’s

as sugar,

in an endless

Gity

my

as sweet in

VAN DUREN &

CO., Proprietors.

r

and designs.

COIMIE
Holland, Mich., Aug,

6,

and

GET BEST BAB/GAIisTS

1884.

plied with the best and choicest meats that
can be procured,

keeps a pawn shop in connectionwith his

other business. I called on him, and
I was there a young man of not
more than twenty-five, wearing thread-

while

We make

\

Otto Breyman

bare clothes,and looking as hard as if he

had not

seen a sober day for a month,

and can assure our patrons that the Lard
his hand. purchased of us, is perfectly pure and of

came

in with a little package in
Tremblingly he unrapped it, and handed fine quality.
G. J.
the article to the pawnbroker, saying,

‘Give

me

——

Fob.

15,

1888,

10 cento;’and, boys, what do

you suppese

it

was? A

shoes; littlethings with the buttons only rpiIE CircuitCourt
A In Chancery.
a trifle soiled, as if they

had been worn

once or twice. ‘Where did you gel
those ?’ asked the pawnbroker. ‘Got ’em
at heme,’ replied the man,

who

had an

Jewelry, Watches,

Order of Publication.

pair of baby's

dealer Ii

VAN DUREN & CO.

Holland, Mich.,

for the county of

Ottawa—

STATE OP MICHIGAN,
County of Ottawa,
ABBIE 8, ELWOOD,
>OD, C'i
Com/Hainant,

f88-

Silnrm

M.

£

THE ONLY

TRUE

IT!

<

DIAMONDS,

I fia

Platainre, ail Faioy Soils,

MICHAEL ELWOOD, ZtyVntfanf.

Send for the

DETBOIT

,T

Rea-

Watches

DIAMOND

RI3STGS

?£$&»«

second Annual Premium^

835, ooo m CASE
to be given subscribers Jan,
Hth. fieferenoee; Any Merchant or Banker In the Cltr
of Detroit.Sample copyonl
prospectus containing full
Information sent free to any

HEALTH

home

:
?-•

&

WM.H. BURK,

Publisher.
DETBOH. MICH.

mECQ
LADIES
A

SPECTACLES

COMMA!.'

ADVIBTBER

Suit pendingin the Circuit court for the county
of Ottawa iu chancery, at the city of Grand Haven,
Silver
at
intelligent face and the manner of
on the 11th day of December, A. D. 1864.
gentleman despite his sad condition. t In thia cause it appearing from affidavit on file,
sonable Prices.
f ACTS REGARDING
'My— my wife bought them for our baby. that the defendant, Michael Elwood, is now absent from bis last known place of residenceand
Sr. Elite's inn Tonis.
Give me 10 cents for ’em; I want a drink.’ that bis present whereaboutsis not known to the
The largest assortment of
deponent, on motion of John C. Post, Esq., com‘You had better take those back to your plainant'ssolicitor, it is ordered that the said deand VIGOR of YOUTH! In all those
wife. The baby will need them,’ said the fendant, Michael Elwood, cause his aopearance to
be entered herein, within five months from the
disease* requiring a certain and elHclen TONIC,
ever displayed in this city.
especlall^Dysgeptf a. Want of Appetite, Iiidlgespawnbroker. ‘No, she won’t, because date of this order, and in case of his appearance
that he cause his answer to the complainant's bill
avlth’ Immediate an«f wonderfulresults. Bones,
she’s dead. She’s lying at
now; of complaintto be filed, and a copy thereof to be
muscles and nerves receive new force. Enlivens
served
on
said
complainant's
solicitor,
within
died last night.’ As he said this the poor
I also keep on hand a large assortmentof the mind and supplies Brain Power.
twenty days after service on him ol a copy of said
I A
suneruigmini nil complaints
6U,Tt’r-,,‘,f from ul1 comP!a,nt9
• fellow broke down, bowed his head on the
bill,and notice of this order; and that in default
!
EJ I C
peculiar
to their sex will find In
DR. HARTER’S ikON TONIC a safe and speedy
thereof,said bill be taken as confessed by the said
showcase, and cried like a child. Boys, non-resident defendant.
cure. It (Hves a clear ami heallhy complexion.
T>»e Strongest testimony to the value of Dn.
And it is further ordered, that within twenty
said the drummer, “you can laugh if you
Ha.xtek'9 iron Tonic it that frequent attempts
daysj the| said complainantcause a notice of this
at counterfeiting hare only added to thy popularand a
please, but I— I have a baby of my own at order to bo published in the Holland Citt Npws,
ity of the original. Ifyou earnestly desfl-e health
newspaperprinted,published and circnlating in
do not experiment—getthe Original and Best.
home, and 1’Jl never drink anothet drop.” asaid
county, and that such publicationbo con
tinned
therein
at
least
once
In
each
week,
for
six
Then he got up and went into another
weeks in succession, or that ho cause a copy of
car. Uis companionsglanced at each this order to bo personally served on said nonDr. Harter's Iron Tonio is for Sale by au
resident defendant, at least twenty days before
Druggists and Dealers Everywhere.

Gold and

I

of styles

A FRESH STOCK OF GROCERIES CONSTANTLY ON HAND.

and God only knows how

quit it. For seven years not a day
has passed over my head that 1 didn’t
Having lately re-opened the “City Meat
have at least one drink; but I am done. '
Market” in the First Ward, we kindly In.
Yesterday I was in Chicago. Down on vite the citizens of this city to give us a
South Clark street a customer of mine call. We intend to keep our market sup-

I

number

Meat Market.

I’ll

V

Towelings, Table Linen, Hosiery, Lace, and Calicoes

you’ll laugh

a

I love

Style Prints, 1 Dress Patterns.

Absolutely Pure.

butl’ll tell you all the

life, ever

mouth

it

know

boys, I will, though I
at

New

Winter Dress Goods,

“Jf you’ve quit drinking,

something’s up;

have been

have a stock cf

EL BOOIsTE,

FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.

other in alienee.No one laughed; the

bottle disappeared,

and soon each was

sit-

ting in a seat by himself reading a newspaper.

j)

/REND VIS8CHER,

J. A. Tawney,

to be just as represented.

Interest to

AIL

Winona, Mins., writes: “After using

pleasure in statingthat

The popular wagon manufacturer

furnish

Come and

it

trouble to

our

examine
show Goods.

I

regard Dr. King’s

Holland, Mich., May

Trial Bottles of this sure cure for ail
Diseases may be had

SEVtiliG

,

Free at H. Walsh’s Drug Store. Large
size $1.00.

A Teutonic friend ran
lost it, but ran again
first

The

a

pebind

MACHINE

or

among which

said:

be Lore.

Syrup does

it

“You
what

maybe,” was
with

a

sHoriss.

It Is a well

alio have a lot

^

made.

who
home. “That

the reply, “but

known

of

- -

THAT GIVES

Repairing promptly and neatly
done.

r HAS NO

EQUALS

CALL AND SEE

COST.

FARMERS

and

HUNTLEY.

OTHERS

wishing anythingin my line can do no better than
by callingon me. I have a large stock of readymade work in

ing the use of alum, ammonia, or any
other deleterious substances.Their wide

and
scientificcom-

experience in the manafactureof Soda

and give the consumer one hunparts Baking Powder, which means

bination

economy, health and excellent pastry.
is one of the best

Bitter* is unsurpassed in all dis-

eases ol the kidneys, liver and blood.

ira.R

of Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric

R. B.

s.ucbv,--

nou,

J.

Holland, Mich. Oct

|

n

cm m m,

BEST, M. D. Prop’r.

23,

I.

—aad——

btjriad cask: TS.

Everything

ilass

store will be kept

give

H OLUuro, Mich.,

drag

instantly#n hand.

us
Jane

Mm

.

.XsX*.

27,

KUOW

and Re-sawing
done on short ^notice.

Stairs,

is

1884BE8T'

Hand Ruling, Sash

Doors^Blinds, Mouldings,

.

Leaf Fine Out Te-

furnished.

also made of the finest stock, and for aromatic
chewing qualitiesIs second to none.

Uke

of buildings, fin-

FLIEMAN,

LORILLARD’S CLIMAX
PLUG TOBACCO.
Lorlllard’a Rom

Atm

all

1884.

many other tobaccos.

A complete .Mortment of

WHET

kinds

THAT

A. Anderson, a competent prescription clerk, baa charge, and will be
found at all hours, ready to compound
prescriptionsin a thoroughly reliable
manner.
Mr.

MEYER, BROUWER CO

River
Remarkable Cures of deafness are

CO.

30 UNION SQ.N.Y. CHICAGO ILL
8T. LOUIS MO. ATLANTA GA.
:

ward

Estimates given for

ished and completed.

Call and examine and give me a trial.

Drug Store. DO YOU

ORANGE MASS.

daelera
diuretics or kidney regulators.Burdock

.

first
SEWING MASKINE

which I will sell at astonishinglylow prices In
order to make room for my fall stock.

E. HEROLD.
March 13, 1884.

Holland, Mich.,

giving the consumer full value and avoid-
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